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ABSTRACT
In the past decade, flat-panel displays have become ubiquitous due to the
proliferation of modern electronic devices such as laptops, tablets, and smartphones. This
has steered scientific efforts towards innovating electroluminescent materials that are
energy efficient and possess excellent emission properties. As a result of extensive research,
evaporated organic light emitting diodes emerged as a successful display technology and
have since enjoyed significant market penetration. However, they have broad emission
spectra and are also fairly expensive particularly for flexible displays. Thus, low-cost
solution-processed light-emitting materials that exhibit colour pure electroluminescence
are invaluable for next-generation display and lighting technologies.
In

this

dissertation,

novel

light-emitting

diodes

based

on

perovskite

semiconductors are presented. Some of their beneficial properties include bandgap
tunability, balanced charge carrier mobilities, colour-pure emission with a full-width at half
maximum of < 20 nm, solution processability, and low material cost. These attributes make
them particularly attractive for low-cost light-emitting applications.
By developing a device with suitable charge transport layers and by optimizing
the perovskite deposition protocol, perovskite light-emitting diodes (PeLEDs) with
luminance exceeding 17,000 cd/m2 with an external quantum efficiency of 3.9% were
obtained. Further analysis shows that the key to better performance lies in fabricating thin
and dense perovskite layers composed of tiny crystallites. Additionally, a novel gasassisted perovskite thin-film deposition protocol was developed which is compatible with
commercial roll-to-roll manufacturing techniques. Using this technique, large area devices
with uniform emission were fabricated on a 230 cm2 substrate.
While the efficiencies of PeLEDs have been gradually growing in the past four
years, their operational lifetime needs to be addressed as it is relatively short. Here, the
underlying degradation mechanisms in PeLEDs that limit their lifetime are elucidated.
Decomposition of the organic cations in the perovskite layer seems to be the major
degradation factor under bias. By replacing the organic cation with an inorganic cation their
operational lifetime can be substantially improves. The insights provided in this
dissertation are likely to catapult emerging PeLED technology further.
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1. Introduction

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Background
Since the dawn of humankind, light has played a crucial role in the development
of our species. In this planet, the very survival of our fragile human species largely depends
on our ability to see in the presence of sunlight. Even the human physiology has evolved
based on the availability of light, best illustrated by our endogenous circadian rhythm, i.e.
the sleep-wake cycle.1 Light has a direct impact on our ability to gather food, keep warmth,
protect us in the dark and even re-wire brain circuits.2 Naturally, humans have tried to
control light to their benefit, which led to the rise of artificial lighting. From controlling fire
as early as 125,000 BCE, candles in 3000 BCE and to the pivotal invention of electricity
powered incandescent light in 1879, artificial lighting has paved the way for the evolution
of modern civilizations.3,4 Since then, artificial lighting has seen steady innovative growth
solely dominated by electrically powered lighting devices (Figure 1.1).
Artificial lighting accounted for 15% of global electricity consumption and 5% of
global CO2 emissions in 2012.5 Incandescent lamps and fluorescent lamps constituted 91%
of the various lighting technologies deployed globally in 2012.6 However, both of these
lighting solutions are energy-inefficient compared to light-emitting-diodes (LEDs).
13
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Figure 1.1: A timeline of the evolution of electric powered lighting.
The best incandescent and fluorescent lamps have a luminous efficiency of 2% and 12%,
respectively, which is far less than an average luminous efficiency of 25% for LEDs.7 With
the growing threat from climate change due to greenhouse-gas-emissions and consensus to
move towards energy efficient lighting, incandescent and fluorescent lamps are starting to
be phased out in favour of energy-efficient LEDs. At the time of signing of the Paris
agreement to mitigate climate change in 2015, LEDs constituted 14% of global lighting and
are estimated to have reached >40% in 2018, a significant growth from 2% in 2012.6 This
transition was largely driven by the cost benefit involved in switching to LED lighting.
Although LEDs are slightly more expensive than traditional lamps, due to their high
efficiencies and extended lifespan well above 10000 hrs they have a shorter payback period
than traditional lamps.8 Research in upcoming lighting technologies must take both the
energy efficiency and the cost benefit into account for practical relevance. In this context,
organic electronics are a promising alternative to their inorganic counterparts (fluorescent
lamps, LEDs) as they can be efficient and cheaper.
Meanwhile, the advent of modern electronic devices such as smart-televisions,
laptops, tablets and smartphones has increased the widespread use of flat-panel displays.
This was largely achieved in the past decade by using liquid crystal displays (LCDs) with
fluorescent or LED backlights. However, futuristic visions of lightweight flexible displays
taking multiple form factors pose a challenge for conventional display materials, as they
cannot be readily fabricated on flexible substrates. Once again organic electronics in the
14
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form of organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs) offer the potential to realize this vision with
several flexible display prototypes already nearing production (Figure 1.2).

Figure 1.2: (left) A roll-to-roll printed OLED foil and Inset: an OLED with a high bending radius
by Holst Centre. (right) A flexible OLED display by Samsung Display corp.9
Historically, electroluminescence from organic materials was first reported in
device form in the early 1960s but it was limited to high voltage operations (2000 V).10 The
first breakthrough low-voltage OLEDs were reported in 1987 using small molecules vapour
deposited in a heterojunction device structure.11 Typically, these devices have a multi-layer
architecture with various transport layers and a light-emitting layer sandwiched between
two electrodes. Each layer plays a specific function in injecting charges (electrons or holes)
into the light emitting layer where they recombine to produce light. Since then, substantial
materials research and device optimizations have led to the development of OLEDs with
high efficiencies12, outstanding stability13 and even flat-panel lighting14. OLEDs offer several
unique advantages, such as better colour contrast, low energy consumption, lightweight,
wide viewing angle, large-area devices and flexible form factors. For these reasons, OLEDs
have already been commercialized and are widely used in current generation smartphones
displays. However, the best OLEDs of the current generation are vapour deposited under
vacuum and often have a very low production yield over large areas. This drives up their
manufacturing costs and makes them less competitive than the established display
technologies. To overcome this cost impediment, it is desirable to solution process the
multiple layers of the OLEDs in a roll-to-roll fashion.15 Fully solution-processed OLEDs are
15
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yet to be commercialized.
With these propositions, it cannot be overstated that a low-cost high-efficiency
solution processed light emitting material is highly desirable for the next generation
lighting and display applications. In this context, metal-halide perovskites (henceforth
referred to as “perovskites”), a novel class of hybrid organic-inorganic materials with
intriguing optoelectronic characteristics are a promising alternative.16 This class of materials
have several advantages such as low material cost,17 solution processability,18 bandgap
tunability,19,20 relative ease of fabrication and electronic properties better than their organic
counterparts.21 The light emitting layer in a typical OLED can be readily exchanged for a
perovskite layer, making it compatible with established OLED manufacturing technologies.
Such light emitting devices with a perovskite-based light emitting layer are referred to as
perovskite light emitting diodes (PeLEDs). The first operational PeLED at room
temperature was reported in 2014.22,23 While remarkable progress has been made in the past
decade in the field of photovoltaics based on perovskite materials, PeLEDs are very much
in its infancy. Materials research, device optimization and fundamental studies in the field
of PeLEDs are yet to be comprehensively conducted. The upcoming chapters focus on
addressing some of these aspects scientifically with the aim to contribute to the
improvement of PeLEDs.

1.2. Scope of the Dissertation
This dissertation primarily focuses on developing novel perovskite materials,
device architectures and fabrication methodologies for light emitting applications. New
transport layers are introduced, optimized and state-of-the-art high brightness PeLEDs are
systematically developed. Furthermore, it broadens the general understanding of the
working principles behind PeLEDs. Various processing methods, device architectures, and
the relation to their optoelectronic properties are comprehensively reported.
Following the brief background and motivation in the previous section, the scope
of this dissertation is outlined in this section. Chapter 2 will focus on the fundamentals of
perovskite materials and outlines the benefits of using perovskites for light emitting
applications. Furthermore, it will also discuss the basic device fabrication techniques and
16
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evaluation methodologies crucial for understanding subsequent chapters. In Chapter 3 the
relationship between the perovskite film composition, morphology and its structure to their
device performance are investigated. Here novel transport layers in the device architecture
are introduced which leads to the demonstration of PeLEDs with high brightness and
efficiencies. In Chapter 4, a perovskite film deposition technique that is readily scalable to
large areas manufacturing processes is developed. A novel method for controlling the
perovskite film growth is introduced and its impacts on perovskite films and its device
properties are investigated. Finally, large area PeLEDs fabricated using this methodology
are reported. In Chapter 5, the fundamental processes governing the operational lifetime of
PeLEDs are investigated. The leading degradation mechanisms in these devices are
unravelled using a wide array of experimental techniques. Furthermore, PeLEDs with
improved operational lifetimes are reported. Chapter 6 summarizes all the work and
provides a general outlook on the future of perovskite light emitting diodes. Each chapter
will further include broader experimental details along with a detailed discussion of the
results. Finally, a summary of the dissertation in Spanish (Castellano) is provided in
Chapter 7.

17
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2. PEROVSKITES FOR LIGHT EMISSION

2.1. Metal Halide Perovskites
In the last decade, a novel class of semiconductor material is gaining attention for
optoelectronic applications referred to as “perovskites”. Since 2009 metal halide perovskites
have regained significant interest due to their use as efficient light absorbers in solar cells.24
Subsequently they have been extensively researched for commercial optoelectronic
applications such as photovoltaics and LEDs. Currently they are the fastest-growing
photovoltaic technology till date with power convention efficiencies reaching 25.2% for a
single junction solar cell.25,26
The name of this class of material comes from its ABX3 type crystal structure
referred to as a perovskite structure. In an ABX3 crystal (Figure 2.1), the A site is for a
monovalent cation, B site is for a divalent transition metal cation and X site is for a halide
ion. In its simplest form, the structure consists of repeating ABX3 units along all directions
of the Bravais lattice and is called as a three-dimensional (3D) perovskite or simply
“perovskite”. Here, each unit cell is composed of corner-sharing BX6 octahedra along with
an A cation. The commonly used A site cations are methylammonium (MA),
formamidinium (FA) or cesium (Cs). The commonly used B site cations are Pb2+ and Sn2+
19
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a)

b)

Figure 2.1: Schematic illustration of the crystal structure of a) 3D perovskite and b) 2D
perovskite. The locations of the cations and anions are highlighted with coloured spheres.
Adapted from ref.27 with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry.
while other cations such as Ge2+, Bi3+ have also been reported.28 The X site is reserved for
halides (i.e., F−, Cl−, Br−, I−). The stable formation of a perovskite structure can be empirically
predicted using the Goldschmidt tolerance factor (tf) (equation 1).

𝑡𝑓 =

𝑅𝑎 + 𝑅𝑥
√2(𝑅𝑏 + 𝑅𝑥)

(1)

where Ra, Rx and Rb represent the ionic radii of the A, B and X atoms constituting the
perovskite. A tolerance factor between 0.8 < tf < 1 results in a 3D perovskite structure,
typically in cubic phase.29 If tf < 0.8 due to the smaller ionic radii of the A site cation,
perovskites can form in other phases such as an orthorhombic or tetragonal phase. A tf > 1
leads to the formation of non-perovskite structures. Beyond this, “perovskite-like”
structures can also be formed by breaking the 3D lattice into layers leading to the formation
of two-dimensional (2D) or Ruddlesden-Popper phase perovskite, as shown in Figure 2.1b.
2D perovskites have interesting optoelectronic properties and are being increasingly used
for light emitting applications as will be discussed later.16,30–32 Until now, much of the
research in the field of PeLEDs has been carried out using 3D perovskite, as the synthesis
of 2D perovskites with bulky alkylammonium ligands without impeding their chargetransporting properties are laborious.33 Perovskites can further be classified as organic
hybrids (ex: MAPbX3 or FAPbX3) or inorganic perovskites (ex: CsPbBr3) based on the choice
of monovalent A site cation. This dissertation largely focusses on prototypical
methylammonium lead bromide (MAPbBr3) perovskite; reasons for the choice will be
20
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discussed later. Some key properties of perovskites that make them appealing for lighting
and display application are discussed in the following section.

2.1.1. Direct-Bandgap
Metal halide perovskites are ideal for light emitting applications as it is a direct
bandgap semiconductor.34,35 In a direct bandgap semiconductor the electrons in the
conduction band can directly combine with holes in the valence band emitting photons in
the process. There are no intermediate phonon transitions involved in the radiative
recombination process in a direct bandgap semiconductor. Thus, the radiative
recombination rate in a direct bandgap semiconductor is faster than in an indirect bandgap
semiconductor. Although this property also leads to higher absorption coefficients,
perovskites exhibit photon recycling, a mechanism which further enhances the
photoluminescence quantum yield and therefore higher photo-emission.36 Light emitting
materials have conventionally been made using direct bandgap materials and perovskites
are the best known direct bandgap semiconductor with sharp band edges that can be
solution processed over large areas. Furthermore, perovskites also contain organometals,
which allow for radiative recombination from the triplet excited states unlike purely
organic emitters. However, this claim is debatable as the precise physical nature of
electroluminescence in perovskites is not yet fully understood.

2.1.2. High Carrier Mobility
The charge carrier mobilities, i.e. the measure of the speed at which the electrons
and holes can move within the semiconductor under an applied electric field, is relatively
high in perovskites. Solution-processed perovskite thin films with charge carrier mobilities
over 40 cm2 (Vs)-1 have been reported.37 These mobility values are superior to that of
conventional organic semiconductors. While the mobility is significantly affected by the
composition, grain size and morphology of the perovskite film, it is possible to obtain high
charge carrier mobilities using clever synthetic routes. This fundamental semiconducting
property makes perovskites an outstanding choice for light emitting applications. Another
related electronic property called charge carrier lifetime, i.e. the time it takes for the charge
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carriers to recombine, can also be tuned in the case of perovskites. For an efficient LED, low
radiative charge carrier lifetimes are preferred. It is possible to tune the radiative lifetime
by tuning the trap sites and defect densities in perovskite films. Radiative lifetime values
less than of 20 ns have been reported for perovskite films.38

2.1.3. Bandgap Tunability
Theoretically, it is possible to tune the bandgap of perovskite-based
semiconductors between 0.5 eV to 5.0 eV by changing its material composition and crystal
phase. In general, the bandgap increases with an increase in the electronegativities of the
constituent species and reduces with an increase in the lattice constants.39 Since the
electronic state of the organic or inorganic A site cations lie far from the valence band
maxima (VB) and conduction band minima (CB), they contribute little to the band gap.40 In
contrast, the halide component has a significant effect on the bandgap.

In a typical

perovskite with methylammonium lead halide (MAPbX3) composition, the CB is composed

a)

b)

Figure 2.2: a) Absorption and photoluminescence spectra of MAPbBr3-xClx and MAPbBr3-xIx
thin films with varying composition of halides. Adapted with permission from ref. 42, copyright
(2015) American Chemical Society. b) Electroluminescence spectra of PeLEDs with
MAPbClxBryI3-x-y with varying composition of halides. Adapted with permission from ref. 19.
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of the p orbitals of the Pb atoms whereas the VB is composed of the p orbitals of the halides.41
Thus, substituting the X component in MAPbX3 perovskite with more electronegative
halide anions from I-, Br- to Cl- leads to an increase in the bandgap (decrease in wavelength)
from ~1.6 eV, ~2.3 eV to ~3.09 eV, respectively. This means that the emission spectra of the
perovskites can be tuned across the visible spectrum from 410 nm (3.09 eV) to 770 nm (1.6
eV) by simple substitution of the halide anions. Furthermore, it is also possible to intermix
ratios of different halides to further fine tune the bandgap over a wide spectral range
(Figure 2.2a). PeLEDs with emission across the visible spectrum have been reported as
shown in Figure 2.2b.19 This ability of tuning the bandgap with straightforward synthesis
technique makes perovskites particularly attractive for broad spectrum light-emitting
applications. In this dissertation, the focus will be on MAPbBr3 which has a band gap of ~2.3
eV with a band edge at ~530 nm. Since perovskites exhibit tiny Stokes shift, the
photoluminescence (PL) of the MAPbBr3 lies centred at ~530 nm with green coloured
emission.43 Coincidentally, this emission spectrum is also best suited for human photopic
vision.

2.1.4. High Photoluminescence Quantum Yield
Efficient light-emitting materials typically have high photoluminescence quantum
yield (PLQY), i.e. the number of photons emitted as a fraction of the number of photons
absorbed. A material with high PLQY will lead to high electroluminescence quantum yield
(ELQY), preferred for an efficient LED. Perovskite thin films have been reported to exhibit
PLQY over 90% reaching towards the radiative limit.44 While the PLQY of perovskite films
depends strongly on the quality of the film, it highlights the inherent capability of this class
of materials to reach high efficiencies.

2.1.5. High Colour Purity
Colour purity is one of the key factors for display application. Colour pure
emission leads to displays with vivid colours and high contrast. The spectral purity of light
emission is quantified by the full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the emission spectra.
A narrow FWHM indicates high colour purity. Current OLEDs displays have a FWHM of
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~40 nm and quantum-dot emitters have a FWHM of ~30 nm.45 In contrast, perovskite
emitters have an exceptionally narrow emission with FWHM less than 20 nm (Figure 2.3).
Perovskite-based nanocrystal emitters cover the entire range of the pure colour gamut
better than the National Television System Committee (NTSC) standard.46 Moreover, the
FWHM of perovskite emitters are independent of their crystal dimensions unlike organic
or quantum dot emitters (Figure 2.3), offering more flexibility in fabrication.

a)

b)

Figure 2.3: a) Typical FWHM of various light emitting materials. b) FWHM and dimension of
perovskite emitters in comparison with inorganic quantum dot and organic emitters taken
from literature. Adapted from ref. 45 with permission from PNAS.

2.1.6. Scalability and Low-cost Synthesis
The cost of the raw materials required to produce perovskite thin-films are
substantially lower than the existing light-emitting materials such as OLEDs. For example,
the cost of 1 kg of methylammonium bromide and 1 kg of lead bromide is about 800 USD,
which is enough to coat more than 2000 m2 of 100 nm thin MAPbBr3 films. Furthermore,
24
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perovskite materials are also solution processable and compatible with large area printing
techniques such as roll-to-roll coating techniques. Therefore, fundamentally perovskitesbased optoelectronics are scalable to industrial volumes and cheap to manufacture.
Despite the aforementioned advantages, it needs to be emphasized that vast
majority of the perovskite compositions currently used for optoelectronic applications
contain lead, which is toxic. This makes it challenging for perovskites to be used in
consumer products as it is not compliant with governmental directives on restriction of
hazardous materials (RoHS). Fortunately, research is currently under progress to fabricate
lead-free perovskites with similar optoelectronic properties and there has been significant
progress in this regard. Furthermore, research on safe encapsulation methods and
effectively recycling of lead-based perovskites are also under investigation.

2.2. Perovskite Light Emitting Diodes
Famous American physicist Eli Yablonovitch once stated that “A great solar cell
also needs to be a great LED”137 and since perovskite-based photovoltaics are already
nearing commercialization, it is only natural that they can be used in a LED as well. Owing
to the characteristics discussed in previous sections, perovskites offer plenty of
opportunities for futuristic light-emitting applications. In the late 90s, attempts were made
to fabricate LEDs with perovskite materials in its current form, but reasonable
electroluminescence (EL) was only observed at liquid-nitrogen temperatures.47,48 The first
room-temperature PeLEDs was reported only in 2014.22,23 The materials were largely the
same and the recent success could be attributed to scientific advances in organic or
inorganic transport layers, courtesy of OLED research. Moreover, thin film fabrication tools
and techniques available today are far superior. Since 2014, rapid progress has been made
in the field of PeLEDs in terms of brightness and efficiencies (Figure 2.4). In the last 4 years,
the external quantum efficiencies (EQE) of red and green light emitting PeLEDs have
reached > 20%, which is a remarkable progress.33 PeLEDs based on 3D perovskites are the
most researched due to its ease of fabrication. Several strategies have been developed to
enhance the efficiency of PeLEDs. Precursor compositional tuning, interfacial control and
perovskite synthesis optimization contributed to substantial improvement of device
25
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efficiencies by virtue of forming perovskite films with smooth morphology and dense tiny
crystallites.49–51 On the other hand, synthesis of 2D perovskite with bulky alkylammonium
ligands also contributed to enhanced EQE over 10% in PeLEDs.31,32 PeLEDs based on
perovskite nanocrystals were also reported to perform moderately well.52–54 All the while,
device stack optimization and defect states reduction remained as the key routes towards
better PeLEDs.50,55–57 These works highlighted that the composition, structure and
morphology of the perovskite films along with the device architecture form the crux of
PeLED’s efficiency. Nevertheless, several challenges such as the lifetime and stability issues
are yet to be addressed to realize the complete potential of perovskite-based light emitting
devices.

Figure 2.4: Timeline of the evolution of maximum luminance/brightness (left) and EQE (right)
of OLEDs, quantum dots LEDs (QLED) and PeLEDs as of early 2019, taken from literature.
Adapted from ref. 33 with permission from John Wiley and Sons.
For the purpose of this dissertation, the focus will remain on 3D perovskites, which
are relatively easy to fabricate. In the following sections, basic device architectures and the
importance of functional transport layers are elaborated.

2.3. Device Architecture and Functional Layers
A diode is a two-terminal device composed of a semiconducting material
sandwiched between two electrodes (anode and cathode). When the semiconducting
material produces light (or photons) under forward electrical bias, it is called a LED. In a
PeLED, the light emitting semiconducting layer (light emitting layer) is made up of a
26
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perovskite thin film that emits photons under an applied electrical bias. When electrons and
holes (collectively known as charges) meet and recombine in the light emitting layer (EML),
photons are produced with an energy corresponding to the bandgap of the semiconductor
used. For this reason, the electrons and holes need to be efficiently injected into the EML.
While metals such as lithium, molybdenum oxide or cesium can be used for charge
injection, they generally tend to diffuse into the device and induce instability. From the
OLED research, it is well known that conjugated organic compounds can be used in a
multilayer architecture where each layer aids in charge transport or charge injection. This
results in a so-called ‘p-i-n’ planar device architecture, where ‘p’ and ‘n’ represent the hole
and electron injecting layers, respectively, while ‘i’ represents the intrinsic EML.

a)

b)

Figure 2.5: a) Schematic of a typical multi-layered planar PeLED in bottom-emitting
architecture with the functional layers. The p-i-n regions are labelled to the left. b) The energy
band diagram of a typical multi-layered PeLED highlighting the electron/hole injection and
blocking schematic. Light is emitted from the EML as illustrated with a green arrow.
27
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In the case of PeLEDs the EML is made up of a perovskite semiconductor. The transport or
injection layers are placed adjacent to the electrodes, one of which is transparent, and the
EML is placed at the centre, as shown in Figure 2.5. Here, the ‘p’ and ‘n’ type materials are
strong electron acceptors (holes) and strong electron donors, respectively.Under an applied
positive bias, an electron is removed from the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO)
level of the ‘p’ type layers leaving behind positively charges species called as the holes.
Similarly, under applied bias, a negatively charged electron is added to the lowest
unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) level of the ‘n’ type layers. The HOMO and LUMO
energy levels represent the ionization potential and the electron affinity, respectively, of the
organic compounds originating from their molecular orbital states. These energy levels are
very specific for a functional organic compound and can vary based on the structure and
doping of the molecule. For further reading on molecular orbitals of organic compounds
refer to the Ref.58. It is desirable to choose organic compounds whose energy levels align
with that of intrinsic perovskite layer for best charge transport or injection (Figure 2.5b).
Also, when the work function of the metallic electrodes are matched with the energy levels
of the organic layers, it forms a quasi-ohmic contact which reduces the energy required for
charge injection.58 In the ‘p-i-n’ architecture, the photons emitted by the EML under bias
travel through the transparent anode at the bottom, giving it the name ‘bottom-emitting
devices’. The reflective cathode further reflects light downwards, which is beneficial. It is
also worth mentioning that PeLEDs can also be fabricated in ‘n-i-p’ device structure, by
inverting the ‘p’ and ‘n’ type layer locations within the stack but this configuration is not
used in this work.59
The organic layers in the multi-layered stack can further be classified as
hole/electron transport or injection layers based on their specific functionality. The hole
injection layer (HIL) and the electron injection layer (EIL) primarily assist in injecting the
respective charges. In contrast, the hole transport layer (HTL) and the electron transport
layer (ETL) transport the injected charges towards the EML. Thus, the HOMO/LUMO level
of the HTL/ETL should be in between that of the HIL/EIL and the EML, respectively, as
shown in Figure 2.5b. This creates an energy cascade and aids in transporting the injected
charges to the EML, where they recombine radiatively. Another key function of the
28
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transport layers is to confine the injected charges within the EML. To prevent charge
leakage, the LUMO level of the HTL and the HOMO level of the ETL must be higher than
the corresponding EML energy levels, introducing an energy barrier that the
electrons/holes cannot overcome. They also act as spacers to reduce quenching, as will be
discussed in Chapter 3.
Fortunately, there are plenty of organic compounds available to choose from with
HOMO-LUMO energy gap spanning from 2 eV to 4 eV.60–62 In this work, a combination of
polymer and small-molecule based charge injection/transport layers are used. The complete
PeLED architecture used in this dissertation is shown in Figure 2.6a.

a)

b)

Di-NPB

BmPyPhB

Figure 2.6: a) Schematic illustration of the device stack with the functional layers used in this
work. b) Molecular structures of the small molecule transport layers Di-NPB (left) and
BmPyPhB (right).
Here, an Indium Tin Oxide (ITO) layer acts as the anode and is patterned on glass
substrates. ITO is over ~85% transparent in the visible spectrum and is typically used in
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most displays.63 A typical poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) polystyrene sulfonate
(PEDOT:PSS) is used as the HIL due to its high conductivity and transparency. 63 The HTL
is made up of a small molecule N4,N4-(biphenyl-4,4-diyl)bis-(N4-(naphthalen-1-yl)-N4,N4diphenylbiphenyl-4,4-dia-mine) (Di-NPB) layer and the ETL is made up of 1,3-bis[3,5di(pyridin-3-yl)phenyl]benzene (BmPyPhB) small molecule layer (Figure 2.6b). The
reasons for choosing these compounds will be discussed in Chapter 3. In this case, an ultrathin layer of inorganic lithium fluoride (LiF) acts as an EIL, although it is increasingly being
classified as a cathode and is hence illustrated along with the aluminium cathode.64 A
MAPbBr3 perovskite layer acts as the EML unless otherwise mentioned. Further details of
the transport and injection layers energy levels and their thicknesses used in this work will
be specified in the subsequent chapters.

2.4. Device Fabrication
As mentioned, in order to fabricate a PeLED multiple layers need to be
systematically stacked on top of each other. In order to reduce the manufacturing costs the
device stack must be truly scalable, and hence it is desirable to deposit all the layers using
low-cost deposition techniques. For this reason, solution-based deposition techniques are
used in this work. But, the nature of solution-processing comes with its own set of
challenges and is a research topic of its own. Most importantly, the solvent used to deposit
one layer can wash away the previous layer or lead to intermixing of layers. For this reason,
there exists only a few reports of fully solution processed OLEDs and the vast majority of
the rest are vapour processed or partly solution processed.65–67 The simplest method for
solution processing multiple layers is to choose the layers such that, the solvents used to
deposit them are “orthogonal” to each other. A solvent is orthogonal to another when it
does not dissolve the layer of material previously deposited from a different solvent.
Orthogonal solvents can be empirically identified by analysing the polarity of the solvents.
In general, polar and non-polar solvents are orthogonal to each other.68 In this work, the
functional layers were chosen such that they can be processed from solvents with
alternating polarity. All layers of the stack used in this work are solution processed except
for the ETL and the electrodes. Commercially available glass substrates with patterned ITO
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is used as the substrate. A 50 nm PEDOT:PSS and a 30 nm Di-NPB layers are spin-coated
from water (polar) and toluene (non-polar) as solvents, respectively. The perovskite layer
is solution processed from highly polar dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), as outlined in the next
section. The 30 nm BmPyPhB layer is evaporated using a thermal evaporator. Then, 1nm
LiF and 100 Al cathode layers are also sequentially evaporated on top of the ETL using a
shadow mask in a thermal evaporator. Although the ETL is thermally evaporated in this
work, it can also be solution processed using weakly polar benzyl alcohol as the solvent
and thus indeed meets the scalability criteria. Further specific details of the experimental
methods are outlined in the respective sections.

2.4.1. Thin film Perovskite Processing
There are several methods to fabricate perovskite thin films from spin-coating,
blade-coating to vacuum sublimation and even atomic layer deposition.28,69,70 But, solutionprocessable methods allow for potentially scaling up of manufacturing through roll to roll
processing. Spin-coating is the simplest solution-processable technique widely used to
fabricate perovskite thin films till date. Although not readily scalable, it is a step towards
large area solution deposition (discussed in chapter 4). Therefore, most perovskite layers in
this work are also spin-coated.

2.4.1.1. Spin-coating
The perovskite precursors, i.e. organic/inorganic halides (ex. methylammonium
bromide) and the metal halides (ex. lead bromide) are readily soluble in commonly used
polar organic solvents such as dimethylformamide (DMF), dimethyl sulfoxide or γbutyrolactone. Widely used variants of perovskite spin-coating techniques can further be
classified into one-step coating (anti-solvent or gas-assisted) and two-step coating
techniques.

Anti-solvent assisted one-step spin-coating
In this process, the precursor materials are usually dissolved in DMF or DMSO
and directly spin-coated onto the substrate (Figure 2.7a). While straight forward, the
resulting films can be dramatically different based on several factors such as precursor
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concentration, precursor stoichiometry, solvent choice; spin-conditions such as spin-speed,
acceleration and environmental conditions such as the presence of oxygen or moisture, to
list a few. These differences are critical for the device performance. The crystallization of
the perovskite film is dependent on the spin-conditions and can lead to different
morphologies that determine the device performance. The solvents typically used have a
relatively high boiling point which often leads to perovskite crystal growth with large
grains.71 However, for PeLEDs smaller grains are preferred for better charge confinement.49
To mitigate this, an additional “anti-solvent” step is frequently used to control the
crystallization kinetics. In this process, an anti-solvent (bad-solvent) for the perovskites
precursors, such as toluene or chlorobenzene is dripped on the wet perovskite layer whilst
spinning to flush out the excess good-solvent (DMSO) and induce rapid crystallization of
the film. The effect of anti-solvent can be tuned by varying the anti-solvent choice and the
drip timing. Furthermore, an additional annealing step is introduced to remove any
residual solvent from the perovskite film.

a)

b)

Figure 2.7: Schematic illustration of the processing steps in a) anti-solvent assisted and b) gasassisted one-step spin-coating technique.
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Gas-assisted one-step spin-coating
This process is similar to the previous, except that the anti-solvent step is replaced
with a “gas-quenching” step (Figure 2.7b). In gas-quenching, rapid crystallization is
induced by forcing a nitrogen gas (N2) flow towards the substrate.72,73 The morphology and
grain size of the perovskite film can be tuned by varying the gas pressure and quench
timings.18 The main advantage of this technique is its ability to be scaled up to large areas
with ease, as the anti-solvent technique is not readily scalable. Further details on using this
technique for fabricating PeLEDs are discussed in chapter 4.

Two-step spin-coating
In a two step-coating process, the lead halide component is initially spin-coated,
followed by the spin-coating of organic halides to induce intercalation.74 This process often
requires an extended annealing step to completely form the perovskite layer and has been
reported to improve photovoltaic properties of perovskites.75

2.4.1.2. Alternative processing techniques
There exist several other solution processing techniques for perovskites such as
hot casting, meniscus coating, dip-coating, etc.76–78 But, a promising alternative to spincoating is vapour deposition under vacuum. It offers several advantages such as greater
film coverage, high purity, finer control over film composition and thickness, no
intermixing of layers and compatibility with a variety of substrates.69,79 Additionally,
perovskites composed of unconventional precursors that are insoluble, can be evaporated.
It can further be used in tandem with spin-coating for finer control over film morphology,
wherein the metal halide component is initially spin coated followed by the vapour
deposition of organic/inorganic cations.80 Vacuum deposition techniques can be classified
into dual source deposition and sequential deposition techniques. In dual source deposition
technique, the perovskite precursor materials are simultaneously evaporated onto the
substrate by heating them to their corresponding sublimation temperatures in a thermal
evaporator under vacuum. The stoichiometric composition and morphology of the
perovskite films are controlled by tuning the evaporation rates of the individual
components. In contrast, in the sequential deposition technique, the perovskite precursors
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are individually evaporated onto the substrate. Usually, this involves an additional
annealing step just like in the case of spin-coating. Perovskite solar cells fabricated using
vapour-deposition techniques have reached efficiencies over 20%.81 Several other varieties
of vapor deposition techniques such as flash evaporation, chemical vapour deposition and
atomic layer deposition also exist.70,82 Despite these advantages, so far no efficient vapour
deposited PeLEDs were reported and hence solution deposition techniques are preferred.
A precise control over the optimized spin-coating recipe is fundamental for device
fabrication and analysis. Such activities are commonly referred to as device engineering,
which is a crucial part of perovskite optoelectronics research. In this dissertation, the
primarily used MAPbBr3 perovskite is coated from DMSO solvent by the anti-solvent
assisted or gas-assisted one-step spin-coating technique, unless otherwise stated.

2.5. Working Principles and Characterization
Electroluminescence is the consequence of injection and recombination of charge
carriers (electrons and holes) in a semiconducting material. Perovskites exhibit properties
of both organic and inorganic semiconductors, and precise band diagram models for them
are yet to be developed. As an approximation, PeLEDs can be best illustrated using a p-i-n
junction band diagram where the intrinsic perovskite layer is sandwiched in between p and
n doped regions. Under thermal equilibrium, i.e. when no external voltage is applied, the

a)

b)

Figure 2.8: Schematic energy band-diagram of a p-i-n junction diodes under a) thermal
equilibrium (Va=0) and b) forward bias (Va>0) conditions.
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electrons and holes need to overcome a charge injection barrier potential called the built-in
potential (Vbi), in order to move from one region to the other, as shown in Figure 2.8a. Upon
application of an applied external potential (Va), in the forward bias direction (p-type and
n-type regions are connected to the positive and negative terminal, respectively), the barrier
potential decreases (Figure 2.8b). Consequently, the charge injection barrier reduces, and
this leads to the diffusion of charge carriers into the device. These charge carriers, i.e. the
electrons and holes recombine in the intrinsic perovskite layer to produce photons with
energy corresponding to its bandgap.

2.5.1. Current density-voltage-luminance characteristics
The energy efficiency and the light output of a PeLED can be quantified by
measuring its current density-voltage-luminance (J-V-L) characteristics. A typical J-V and
V-L curves are shown in Figure 2.9a. There are three distinct features in the J-V curve. In
the low-voltage regime below Vbi very low current density (measured in mA/cm2) called as
the leakage current is observed. This is mainly due to the pin-holes present in the films. In
the next regime where Va is close to the Vbi, an exponential increase in the current density is
visible. This is mainly due to the diffusion of charge carriers into the intrinsic perovskite
region. This diffusion current can be expressed using the classical Shockley diode equation
as shown in equation 2.

a)

b)

Figure 2.9: The a) current density-voltage and b) luminance-voltage characteristics of a typical
PeLED shown here in logarithmic scale. The different regimes in the curves are labelled.
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𝐽 = 𝐽𝑠 (𝑒

𝑞𝑉𝑎
𝜂𝑘𝑇

− 1)

(2)

where Js is the saturation current, q is the elementary charge, k is the Boltzmann’s constant,
T is the temperature and η is the ideality factor of a diode.83
Finally, when Va exceeds Vbi, the charge carriers are injected into the intrinsic
emissive layer and drift towards their counter electrodes. In this regime, the current is only
limited by the build-up of space charge.
In the V-L curve, as soon as Va approaches Vbi, the diffused charge carriers lead to
a sea of electrons which forces the electron to recombine with a hole in the perovskite layer
to produce photons corresponding to the band-gap of the perovskite. The voltage at which
the light output is detected after overcoming the overall injection barriers is called the turnon voltage (Von) as shown in Figure 2.9b. The amount of light emitted by the PeLED is
measured in terms of luminance (expressed in cd/m2). In an ideal PeLED, for every electronhole pair recombination, one photon must be produced, but this may not be the case. The
recombination of charge carriers in a perovskite film can be of three different types (Figure
2.10).84

Trap-assisted non-radiative recombination
In this mechanism, the injected electrons or holes are captured by trap states
located within the band-gap of the perovskite, and subsequently recombine non-radiatively
(also called as Shockley-Read-Hall recombination). These trap states can be surface or deeplevel trap states and are created by impurities or disorders in the perovskite crystal
lattice.85,86 The amount of trap states in a perovskite film depends on the film morphology
and composition.87 For an efficient PeLED, it is desirable to get rid of trap states as much
as possible, as they lead to non-radiative recombination.

Bimolecular radiative recombination
This is the most important recombination mechanism in a PeLED. Here, an
electron from the CB directly recombines with a hole in the VB to produce a photon. It is
the main band-to-band transition that produces light. This recombination could also
involve an intermediate bound state exciton but is not fully established for PeLEDs. The
luminance of a PeLED increases with an increase in the bimolecular recombination rate.31,88
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Thus, efforts must be made to maximize the bimolecular recombination rate.

Auger recombination
The mechanism involves a phonon transition during the recombination and is a
non-radiative recombination process. Although predicted to occur in a perovskite film, this
mechanism has not been observed in PeLEDs even under high current densities and hence
is not relevant for this work.89,90

Figure 2.10: Schematic of various recombination mechanisms expected to occur in a PeLED.
Only the bimolecular recombination mechanism produces light. Adapted from ref. 91.

2.5.2. Efficiencies in a light-emitting device
For an LED, typically three different efficiencies are calculated; namely, current
efficiency, power efficiency and external quantum efficiency.

Current efficiency (ηc)
The current efficiency is a photometric (taking human eye sensitivity into account)
quantity expressed in unit cd/A. It is calculated by the ratio of luminance (L) in the forward
direction to the current density (J) running through the device.
𝐿

𝜂𝑐 = [cd/A]
𝐽

Power efficiency (ηp)
The power efficiency is also a photometric quantity expressed in lm/W. The ηp at a
given voltage (V) can be calculated from the ηc and the angular distribution of the light
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emitted in the forward hemisphere.

𝜂𝑝 = 𝜂𝑐

𝑓. 𝜋
𝑉

[lm/W]

Where f is the angular distribution of the emitted light in the forward hemisphere and π is
the solid angle subtended by the light source. For evaluation of PeLEDs, a Lambertian
emission is assumed and thus f is assumed to be 1.49

External quantum efficiency (EQE)
The EQE is a radiometric quantity and is the measure of the number of photons
emitted per injected electrons. It is a key metric for a light-emitting device. For estimating
the EQE, the electroluminescence spectra (λ) of the PeLED is first measured using a
spectrophotometer. Then the EQE is calculated by estimating the total number of photons
emitted per second (ph/s) from the total radiant flux (Ф) (calculated from the
electroluminescence spectrum) and the electrons injected per second (el/s) from the J-V
characteristics, using the relationship in E3, E4 and E5, assuming a purely Lambertian
emission profile.49

ph/s =

Ф(𝑊) 𝜆(𝑚)
ℎ𝑐

(E3)

EQE (%) =

;
𝑝ℎ/𝑠
𝑒𝑙/𝑠

el/s =

𝐼(𝐴)
𝑒

(E4)

× 100 (E5)

where,
I – current at an applied field, h – Planck’s constant in Js, c – speed of light in m/s,
e – elementary charge in C.

All the evaluation parameters are used to analyze the PeLEDs in this work. If needed,
further evaluation parameters are introduced and discussed in the upcoming chapters.
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3. BRIGHT PELEDS USING SMALL
MOLECULE TRANSPORT LAYERS

3.1. Introduction
Since the demonstration of the first room-temperature PeLEDs in 2014, most of the
PeLEDs reported had very low EQE (< 1%) and low brightness values (< 1000 cd/m2).22,92–94
In late 2015, it was identified that this low performance is due to the quenching of excitons
in the perovskite film.49 When electrons and holes are injected into a PeLED, they travel to
the emitting perovskite layer and form a bound state called as an exciton, due to the
Coulomb forces. These excitons lead to the production of photons by radiative
recombination of the charges or get suppressed non-radiatively in a process called
“quenching”. Quenching of excitons will inevitably reduce the PeLED’s EQE. While the
existence of excitons in organic lead-halide perovskites is debatable, it has certainly been
observed in MAPbBr3 perovskite, which is the EML used in most of the early PeLED
reports.95 Henceforth, it was suggested that MAPbBr3 films with a large crystallite grain size
optimized for photovoltaic applications, will have high exciton quenching and higher
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leakage current when used in a PeLED configuration. Therefore, the perovskite film
processing conditions had to be re-optimized specifically for PeLED applications.49 By
modifying the perovskite film processing conditions to form MAPbBr3 films with tiny
crystallites, PeLED with an EQE of 8.5% was demonstrated.49 However, there lacks a
thorough understanding of the PeLED device performance with respect to the MAPbBr3
film’s thickness, composition and morphology. Hence, there is a pressing need for
understanding the impact of perovskites film properties on device performance. Moreover,
it was also suggested that the excitons in the MAPbBr3 film might get quenched at the
interface with PEDOT:PSS HIL, which is extensively used in a typical PeLED device
architecture.49 Methods to suppress the exciton quenching at the HIL interface are also
highly desirable.
In this chapter efficient PeLEDs are fabricated by optimizing MAPbBr3 film
deposition protocol and by introducing small molecule transport layers, to mitigate the
aforementioned issues. By experimentally investigating the various film parameters of
MAPbBr3 EML, it is demonstrated that the active layer thickness and the molar ratio of the
precursors play a crucial role in the device performance of 3D PeLEDs. In particular,
smooth and uniform MAPbBr3 thin films consisting of small crystallites (~55 nm) are
obtained by using an excess of methylammonium bromide (MABr) in the precursor
solution and by reducing the emitting layer thickness to 80 nm as explained in the following
sections. Additionally, a novel solution processed Di-NPB small molecule HTL is
introduced on top of the PEDOT:PSS HIL. This mitigates the exciton quenching at the
PEDOT:PSS interface and allows for facile solution deposition of perovskite thin films with
small crystallites. By using this HTL in combination with an evaporated small molecule
ETL BmPyPhB, it is possible to confine the charges effectively within the perovskite EML,
as discussed below. PeLEDs with peak brightnesses of 17,600 cd/m2, current efficiencies of
16 cd/A and an EQE of 3.9% are fabricated with good reproducibility. These results
highlight the impact of the emitting layer composition, morphology, thickness and the
charge transport layers on the device performance.
On the other hand, noteworthy PeLEDs with EQE over 10% were reported using
2D perovskites consisting of bulky alkylammonium cationic chains.31,32 But these films are
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difficult to synthesize and the alkylammonium cations used could impede the charge
injection properties of the perovskites.43 Hence 3D perovskites are very much preferred for
light-emitting applications due to their ease of fabrication.

3.2. Device Fabrication and Characterization
The PeLEDs used in the work have a bottom-emitting device architecture and is
composed of ITO (130 nm)/PEDOT:PSS (50 nm)/Di-NPB (30 nm)/MAPbBr3 (80-350
nm)/BmPyPhB (30 nm)/LiF (1 nm)/Al (100 nm). The device architecture is as elaborated in
section 2.3 and Figure 2.6. The specific experimental details are given below.

Materials
PEDOT:PSS (Clevios P VP AI4083) was purchased from Heraeus. Small molecules,
Di-NPB and BmPyPhB were purchased from Lumtec Corporation. Lead bromide (PbBr2)
and methylammonium bromide (MABr) were purchased from TCI Chemicals and
GreatCell Solar, respectively. All materials were used as received.

Perovskite synthesis
The perovskite precursors MABr and PbBr2 were weighed at molar ratios of 1:1,
1.5:1, 2:1, 2.5:1 and 3:1 and dissolved in DMSO at total molar concentrations of 0.8 M, 1 M
and 1.53 M. The solutions were stirred with a magnetic stirrer at 40˚C overnight before use.

PeLED Fabrication
Glass substrates with patterned ITO purchased from Naranjo B.V. were
sequentially washed with soap and deionized water in an ultrasonic and then a mega sonic
bath and dried in an oven. The substrates were then treated with O2 plasma for 3 minutes
at 900 W to improve wetting for coating the HIL. PEDOT:PSS was then spin-coated from
water at 1800 rpm and annealed at 130˚C for 15 minutes resulting in a 50 nm film. Di-NPB
was dissolved in toluene at 6 mg/ml concentration, and filtered using 0.2 µm PTFE
(polytetrafluoroethylene) filter. The Di-NPB solution was then spin-coated on the
substrates at 1100 rpm in a glovebox and annealed at 110˚C for 15 minutes to result in a ~30
nm film. This HTL was then treated with N2 plasma for 30 s at 1000 W power to improve
surface wetting for coating the perovskite film (explained in the next section). Afterwards,
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in a N2 filled glovebox, perovskite films were spin-coated on the HTL from 100 µL of the
precursor solutions at 5000 rpm using the anti-solvent assisted technique (refer section 2.4).
While still spinning, after 25 s, 140 µL of anti-solvent (chlorobenzene) was dripped on the
wet film to induce uniform perovskite crystallization. The films were subsequently
annealed at 80˚C for 2 minutes in the glovebox, completing the perovskite film formation.
Then, the substrates were transferred into a thermal evaporator where BmPyPhB (30 nm),
lithium fluoride (1 nm) and aluminium (100 nm) were sequentially deposited through a
shadow mask at a vacuum pressure of <1 × 10-6 mbar. Each substrate (3 by 3 cm2) consists
of 4 PeLEDs with an active area of 16 mm2 each.

PeLED Characterizations
The J-V-L characteristics were measured with a Keithley 2400 source meter and
using a calibrated silicon photodiode connected to a Keithley 6485 picoammeter at a step
rate of 200 mV. The electroluminescence spectra were obtained using an Oceanoptics USB
2000+ spectrophotometer. All the measurements were carried out inside a N2 filled
glovebox. The device efficiencies were calculated from this data using the relationships
outlined in section 2.5.

Optical Characterizations
The absorption spectra were obtained using a Cary 5000 UV-Vis-NIR spectrometer
at a step rate of 1 nm with a continuous flow of N2 gas over the MAPbBr3 films spin-coated
on an ITO deposited glass substrate. For the photoluminescence (PL) spectra, the MAPbBr3
films were spin-coated and loaded in a quartz encapsulation box and excited at 405 nm with
an LED (Thorlabs) set at 135 mW/cm2 of power at the substrate. The PL spectra were
collected and recorded in an Avantes AVS-Desktop spectrometer. For the PLQY estimation,
the MAPbBr3 films spin-coated on an ITO-coated glass substrate were mounted in an
integrating sphere and excited at 405 nm with a continuous wave laser (CrystaLaser) set at
135 mW/cm2 at the substrate. The emission spectra were collected using a charge coupled
detector from Oxford Instruments. The PLQY was calculated using the de Mello method
for the measured films.96 For some films, the PLQY were estimated from the absorption and
PL spectra by using the relationship in equation E6, owing to the rapid degradation of the
films when exposed to the environment and instrumental limitations preventing
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encapsulation of the films. The excitation power was kept at 135 mW/cm2 both during the
PLQY measurement and PL measurement.

𝑃𝐿𝑄𝑌 = 𝑃𝐿𝑄𝑌𝑟𝑒𝑓 ×

𝐼
𝐴

×

𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑓
𝐼𝑟𝑒𝑓

(E6)

where,
PLQY, PLQYref - Estimated PLQY, PLQY of the reference
I, Iref - Integrated PL intensity of the sample, Integrated PL intensity of the reference
A, Aref - Absorption of the sample at 405 nm, Absorption of the reference at 405 nm

3.3. Small Molecule Transport Layers
The flat-band energy level diagram for the stack architecture used in this work is
shown in Figure 3.1a.97–99 As in most PeLEDs, PEDOT:PSS is used as the hole injection layer.
From the energy diagram, it is clear that there is a large hole injection barrier due to the
energy level mismatch between the work function of (~-5.1 eV) PEDOT:PSS and the valence
band maximum of MAPbBr3 perovskite of 5.9 eV. This is not favourable for efficient hole
injection into the perovskite layer as explained in section 2.3. Moreover, PeLEDs fabricated
with PEDOT:PSS as HIL, but without any HTL exhibit high leakage currents and poor
luminance values of less than 100 cd/m2 as shown in the J-V-L curves in Figure 3.1b. As
stated before PEDOT:PSS quenches the excitons formed in the perovskite layer. Figure
3.1c(L) shows the photoluminescent image of the MAPbBr3 layer on a glass substrate
containing a structured PEDOT:PSS film (red box) under UV excitation (365 nm). Clearly,
the presence of PEDOT:PSS in contact with the MAPbBr3 layer within the red box causes
exciton quenching. One route to mitigate this effect is by introducing an HTL that acts as a
spacer and is likewise excellent hole-transporter and electron blocker. However, it is not
trivial to insert an HTL in between the PEDOT:PSS and 3D perovskite layers as i) most hole
transporting materials are dissolved by the solvent used to deposit the perovskite layer,
and ii) these solvents are polar and therefore lead to poor wetting of the perovskite
precursors on the HTL, resulting in poor film quality. Very few choices of solution
processable HTL exist that meet the rigorous requirements for processing a PeLED.
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 3.1: a) The energy band diagram of the PeLED stack used in this work. b) J-V-L
characteristics of a PeLED with 350 nm thick MAPbBr3 emissive coated directly on PEDOT:PSS
without an HTL. c) Photographs of two MAPbBr3 films coated on an ITO covered glass
substrate containing a structured PEDOT:PSS film (red area) under UV illumination (365 nm);
(L) No HTL (R) with Di-NPB between PEDOT:PSS and MAPbBr3. d) The contact angles of DMSO
on Di-NPB films before and after N2 plasma treatment.
Here, Di-NPB is introduced as the solution processable small molecular weight
HTL in between the HIL and perovskite EML (molecular structure in section 2.3). The DiNPB layer is able to withstand the perovskite layer deposition from polar solvents such as
DMSO (used in this work). However, like most typical hole transporting compounds, DiNPB is also a hydrophobic compound that leads to films with a low surface free energy and
poor wettability. On such surfaces, coating a homogeneous wet layer of the perovskite
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precursor solution is impossible, unless modified coating techniques are employed.100
To solve this issue, the Di-NPB layer is subjected to a 30 s nitrogen plasma surface
treatment which increases its surface free energy. This improves the wettability of the layer,
which can be quantified by measuring the solvent contact angle. Hence, contact angle
measurements were carried out (using a Kruess EasyDrop contact angle meter) on Di-NPB
films coated on a glass substrate with DMSO as the test solvent. As shown in Figure 3.1c,
an untreated Di-NPB film has a contact angle of ~37.7˚ with pure DMSO, which decreases
to less than 10˚ (resolution limit) upon 30 s of N2 plasma treatment. This creates favourable
wetting for the deposition of the perovskite film from DMSO solution. The Di-NPB layer
shows a minuscule reduction in absorption and PL after 30 s of N2 plasma treatment
compared to before, indicating a trivial surface modification (Figure 3.2a). The plasma
treated Di-NPB films do not show any shift in PL spectra indicating that the absolute energy
levels are unaffected.
Furthermore, it also acts as a spacer layer and eliminates the exciton quenching at
the PEDOT:PSS interface. As shown in Figure 3.1c(R), the presence of Di-NPB layer inbetween the PEDOT:PSS (within the red box) and the MAPbBr3 layer eliminates any
quenching. The uniform PL from the perovskite indicates that the Di-NPB remains as a
rather consistent layer in between the PEDOT:PSS and the perovskite film. To verify that
the Di-NPB layer indeed remains as a separate layer after the perovskite deposition process,
films of Di-NPB, MAPbBr3 and Di-NPB/MAPbBr3 (bilayer) were coated on ITO coated glass
substrates and their UV-vis (ultraviolet-visible) absorption spectra were measured as
shown in Figure 3.2b. The absorption spectra of the Di-NPB film (red line) shows an
absorption band edge at about 400 nm, in agreement with its band gap of approximately 3
eV,97 and the absorption spectra of the single layer MAPbBr3 (black line) has a band-edge at
~550 nm in agreement with previous reports.95 The absorption spectra of the bilayer film
(green line) clearly shows the presence of both Di-NPB and MAPbBr3 spectra overlapped
upon each other. This further confirms that the Di-NPB remains as a rather consistent layer
in between the PEDOT:PSS and the perovskite film.
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 3.2: a) Absorption (black, left axis) and photoluminescence spectra (right axis) of the
Di-NPB layer before (blue line) and after (red line) 30 s of N2 plasma treatment. b) Absorption
spectra of an 80 nm thick MAPbBr3 film (black line), a 35 nm thick Di-NPB film (red line), and
an 80 nm thick MAPbBr3 film coated on top of a 30 nm thick Di-NPB film (green line). c) Crosssectional SEM image of a complete PeLED with the EDX elemental scan data overlaid. The scale
bar represents 250 nm.
In terms of energy level alignment for charge confinement, the energy levels of the
Di-NPB molecule is very well suited for efficient hole injection and electron blocking. The
HOMO level of Di-NPB lies at -5.4 eV, in-between that of PEDOT:PSS and MAPbBr3 layers,
facilitating smooth injection of holes; and the LUMO level lies at -2.4 eV blocking the
electrons from hopping over from the MAPbBr3 layer (Figure3.1a). To enable the electron
injection and confinement within the MAPbBr3 layer, a small molecule BmPyPhB layer is
introduced as the ETL. The LUMO of BmPyPhB lies at -2.6 eV, conveniently placed for
efficient electron injection from the LiF/Al cathode which has a work function of -3.1 eV.
The HOMO level of BmPyPhB lies at a deep -6.8 eV which effectively prevents the holes
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from hoping over from the MAPbBr3 layer. A cross-sectional scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) image of the complete device stack with all the functional layers deposited confirms
the heterojunction architecture, as shown in Figure 3.2c. It also shows the energy dispersive
X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) line scan data of the chief elements present in each of the layers.

3.4. Results and Discussion
3.4.1. Impact of precursor ratios and film thickness
To investigate the impact of precursor composition, on the MAPbBr3 film and
device properties, several MAPbBr3 films were fabricated from five different precursor
solutions with MABr and PbBr2 in molar ratios of 1:1, 1.5:1, 2:1, 2.5:1 and 3:1.
Simultaneously, the impact of MAPbBr3 layer thickness on the film and device properties
were also systematically investigated. The thickness of the MAPbBr3 layer was varied by
tuning the total molar concentrations of the precursor solutions, ranging from 0.8 M, 1 M
to 1.53 M. This resulted in MAPbBr3 films with thicknesses of 80 ± 5 nm, 160 ± 10 nm and
350 ± 20 nm, respectively. These different MAPbBr3 layers were spin-coated using the onestep anti-solvent technique. The resulting films exhibit an absorption band edge at ~540 nm
and green photoluminescence characteristic of MAPbBr3 centred at ~530 nm, as shown here
for the 80 nm films (Figure 3.3a). No shift in the absorption band edge is observed with
respect to the varying precursor ratios. Additionally, an excitonic absorption peak is also
visible at ~525 nm, confirming the presence of excitons in these films.95 The PL intensity
increases from zero to significant intensities with increasing MABr ratio and the peak
positions neatly align with the absorption band edge. The PLQY of the films increase from
0.5% to 4% with increasing MABr:PbBr2 ratio (from 1:1 to 2.5:1) and drop to 3% for the 3:1
ratio (Figure 3.3b), reasons for which will be discussed later. Attempts at further reducing
the perovskite film thickness to < 80 nm were futile, as the resulting films did not have
homogenous film coverage at the same spin conditions.
Next, several PeLEDs were fabricated and characterized using the various
MAPbBr3 films in the aforementioned device architecture. The J-V-L characteristics of the
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a)

b)

Figure 3.3: a) Absorption (black, left axis) and PL spectra (blue, right axis) of the 80 nm
MAPbBr3 films used in this work with varying ratios of MABr:PbBr2. b) The PLQY of MAPbBr3
films as a function of MABr:PbBr2 ratio and varying film thicknesses. The PLQY of the film with
MABr:PbBr2 2:1 and thickness 350 nm (highlighted with a star) was measured using the de
Mello method and rest were estimated from the absorption and PL spectra, as detailed in
section 3.2.
PeLEDs having an 80 nm thick perovskite film at different precursor ratios are shown in
Figure 3.4. The characteristics are unique for each perovskite composition in the PeLEDs
series. The diode rectification is decreasing with increasing MABr:PbBr2 ratios, mainly due
to a higher leakage current. PeLEDs with MABr:PbBr2 ratios of 1:1 and 2.5:1 have low
leakage currents and therefore it is possible to observe an onset of the current injection at
~2.5 V, while this is not easily determinable for other devices. The PeLEDs containing the
perovskite film made from MABr:PbBr2 ratios of 1:1 has a turn-on voltage of 4 V, and the
luminance rapidly levels off and does not exceed 100 cd/m2. However, PeLEDs made with
an excess of MABr content in the precursor ratio (1.5:1, 2:1 and 2.5:1) shows high luminance
in excess of 10,000 cd/m2; but decreases to less than 50 cd/m2 for the 3:1 ratio.
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a)

b)

Figure 3.4: a) Current-voltage b) and luminance-voltage characteristics of 80 nm thick PeLEDs
made from different molar ratios of the precursors MABr and PbBr2. Inset in a) is a photograph
of the typical light output from a PeLED with an active device area of 16 mm2 at 5V bias. (shown
here for 80 nm MAPbBr3 with precursor ratio 2:1).
The reason for this difference in luminance is related to the perovskite crystallite size and
morphology, as discussed later. The best device is the one made from the 2:1 MABr:PbBr2
precursor ratio. For this device, the current density shows an ohmic behaviour until 3.8 V
and beyond this point, the current density rises rapidly. In parallel, the luminance increases
exponentially starting at 4 V, reaching values in excess of 15,000 cd/m2 at a bias voltage of
7 V. The electroluminescence is centred at ~530 nm with a FWHM of ~20 nm irrespective of
the bias voltage, as shown in Figure 3.5a. This corresponds to a pure green emission with
CIE (Commission Internationale de l’Eclairage) coordinates (0.19, 0.76) as shown in Figure
3.5b.101
To gain further understanding, the maximum luminance and maximum current
efficiencies of the PeLEDs made from different precursor ratios and MAPbBr3 film
thicknesses were investigated as shown in Figure 3.5c,d. Each data point in this figure
represents the average values from two devices fabricated in two separate batches to
account for reproducibility. As expected the PeLEDs made from precursors with a slight
excess of MABr (1.5:1 and 2:1) show better device performance both in terms of luminance
and current efficiencies.
Particularly, in case of devices with thinner MAPbBr3 films (80 nm and 160 nm),
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a)

c)

b)

d)

Figure 3.5: a) EL spectrum at different current densities. b) CIE plot with the white dot
representing the EL spectra. c) Maximum luminance and d) maximum current efficiency of the
PeLEDs vs. precursor ratios, at different perovskite layer thicknesses.
increasing the MABr:PbBr2 ratio from 1:1 to 2:1 results in at least two orders of magnitude
of peak luminance and current efficiency enhancements, reaching >15,000 cd/m2 and ~14
cd/A, respectively. This increase is then followed by a gradual drop in device performance
for the PeLEDs made from precursors with higher MABr:PbBr2 ratio of 2.5:1 and 3:1. These
results indicate that although an excess of MABr can induce positive morphological and
structural changes, there is an optimum precursor ratio beyond which undesirable effects
dominate, as discussed later. Regarding varying the MAPbBr3 film thickness, both peak
luminance and current efficiencies increase drastically, as the thickness decreases from 350
± 20 nm to 160 ± 10 nm to 80 ± 5 nm, indicating that a thinner film is preferential for better
device performance. In a typical 3D perovskite such as MAPbBr3, high trap state densities
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and long diffusion lengths lead to higher non-radiative recombination rates in thick films
(>300 nm), which can reduce the emission efficiencies.102–104 In contrast, a thin layer of
MAPbBr3 film is likely to have less spatial trap state densities, than the thicker films. This
explains the improved performance of PeLEDs with thinner MAPbBr3 films irrespective of
the precursor ratios. These results lead to the demonstration of bright and efficient PeLEDs
from a precursor with MABr:PbBr2 in ratio 2:1 and an EML thickness of 80 nm. The best
devices exhibit peak luminance and peak current efficiency of 17,600 cd/m2 (at 7 V) and 16.4
cd/A (at 6.4 V), respectively (refer 2:1 J-V-L in Figure 3.4b and Figure 3.6). For this device,
the peak power efficiency and peak EQE were calculated to be 8.4 lm/W (at 6 V) and 3.9%
(at 6.4 V), respectively. These are some of the best values reported for PeLEDs based on 3D
perovskites.

Figure 3.6: a) EQE vs. current density, b) Efficiencies vs. voltage of the optimized PeLED with
a precursor ratio of 2:1 and 80 nm film thickness.

3.4.2. Efficiency and structure-morphology relationships
While it is clear that an excess of MABr in the precursor and thinner EML lead to
better device performance, the precise origin of enhanced device performance remains
unexplained. To elucidate this, structural and morphological studies were conducted using
X-ray diffraction (XRD), SEM and atomic force microscopy (AFM). These studies were
conducted on MAPbBr3 films deposited on top of PEDOT:PSS/Di-NPB bi-layers to mimic
the structure and morphology of the MAPbBr3 films in the PeLEDs.
The XRD spectra of the various MAPbBr3 films with varying MABr:PbBr2 ratios
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Figure 3.7: a) XRD spectra of the various MAPbBr3 films investigated in this work. The
MABr:PbBr2 ratios are indicated on the right side of the image. Black, Red and Blue lines
indicate 80 ± 5 nm, 160 ± 10 nm and 350 ± 20 nm thick MAPbBr3 films, respectively. b) Enlarged
section of the XRD spectra focused at the 15˚ peak showing the peak broadening effects. c)
FWHM of the (100) XRD peaks at 15° vs. precursor ratios at various MAPbBr3 film thicknesses.
and thicknesses were collected using a Panalytical X’Pert MPD pro diffractometer with Cu
Kα radiation source from 10˚– 70˚ at a scan rate of 2˚ min-1, as shown in Figure 3.7a. The
XRD spectra of all the MAPbBr3 films exhibit main peaks at 14.99˚ and 30.16˚ which can be
ascribed to the (100) and (200) planes, respectively using Bragg’s law for interplanar
spacing.105 This indicates that all the MAPbBr3 films have the stable cubic Pm3̅m phase and
no variations in the crystal structures are observed.106 In the case of films made from an
excess MABr (2:1, 2.5:1 and 3:1) there are additional peaks at 17.26˚ and 28.19˚ which
originate from the degradation compounds that are formed when the MAPbBr3 film is
exposed to moisture. But these degradation compounds will not form in the PeLED device
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as they are not exposed to moisture and hence can be ignored for the purpose of this study.
Upon closer inspection of the (100) peaks in the XRD spectra, it is revealed that an increase
in the MABr precursor ratio has no significant effect on the peak positions as shown in
Figure 3.7b. However, the corresponding FWHM of the (100) peaks increases with an
increase in the MABr precursor ratio as shown in Figure 3.7c, indicating a reduction in the
MAPbBr3 crystallite size.107 Also, decreasing the thickness of the MAPbBr3 film from 350 ±
20 nm to 80 ± 5 nm, increases the FWHM of the (100) peaks substantially. Thus, both these
methods represent simple synthetic routes to prepare perovskite thin films with small
crystallites. From the (100) peak broadening, using the Scherrer equation, the crystallite size
of the best performing MAPbBr3 film (with thickness 80 nm and MABr:PbBr2 ratio 2:1) is
estimated to be ~55 nm.107
To further confirm the structural observations, the 80 nm MAPbBr3 films made
from various precursor ratios were imaged using SEM, as shown in Figure 3.8a. The SEM
images show that the films have rather unique morphologies and that the apparent grains
in the films are indeed composed of dense tiny crystallites with random orientations
(shown here for enlarged 2:1 film). The sizes of these crystallites agree with the XRD
analysis. As mentioned before, it was previously reported that a smaller crystallite size is
desirable for better spatial charge confinement and increased radiative recombination in
PeLEDs. This explains the enhanced device performance of PeLEDs with tiny
crystallites.49,51 These results demonstrate that both precursor ratios and the thickness of the
MAPbBr3 film can be used to tune the crystallite size of the film in a controlled fashion for
better PeLED performance. It has also been suggested that an excess of MABr helps in
reducing the formation of quenching Pb atomic sites in the perovskite lattice, thereby
increasing the radiative recombination rate of the device.49 Thus the addition of excess
MABr to reduce the MAPbBr3 crystallite size is also likely to reduce the quenching Pb
atomic sites in these PeLEDs. Here, it is noteworthy that the luminance of devices with 80
nm thick MAPbBr3 film made from 3:1 precursor ratio is rather poor despite the favourable
structure and crystallite size. However, a closer inspection of the 3:1 film with SEM (Figure
3.8a), reveals that this film has large pin-holes and incomplete surface coverage. This
indicates that the poor performance of the PeLED with 3:1 film is due to the poor film
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morphology despite its favourable grain sizes. The morphologies of the MAPbBr3 films
were quantified by AFM using a Dimension Fast Scan setup from Bruker, in tapping mode
(k 4 N/m, frequency 350 kHz) over a scan area of 30 µm2. Some of the resulting AFM images
are shown in Figure 3.8c, where distinct morphologies are clearly visible. The films made
from MABr:PbBr2 precursor ratio 2:1 form films with smooth morphology and tiny
crystallites. However, the crystallites in the films made from precursor ratios 2.5:1 and 3:1

a)

b)

c)

Figure 3.8: a) SEM images of the 80 ± 5 nm thick MAPbBr3 films made from precursor ratios
1:1, 1.5:1, 2:1, 2.5:1 and 3:1. The magnified SEM image of the 2:1 film illustrates that the
apparent grains in the enclosed region (the red box) are actually composed of much smaller
crystallites. Scale bars in all SEM images represent 200 nm. b) The mean area roughness as a
function of precursor ratios for various MAPbBr3 film thicknesses, obtained from an AFM scan
over an area of 30 µm2. c) AFM images of selection of MAPbBr3 films used in this work scanned
over an area of 30 µm2. The z-range of the images are at the right side of the corresponding
images.
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tend to agglomerate into larger grains, creating pinholes and increasing the surface
roughness. The z-axis mean surface roughness of these films were measured from the AFM
scans, as shown in Figure 3.8b. The surface roughness gradually increases with increasing
film thickness, from 80 ± 5 nm to 350 ± 20 nm. This corresponds to root-mean-square
roughness of ~3.7 nm and ~10.7 nm (for 2:1 samples), ~11 nm and ~45 nm (for 3:1 samples)
for 80 ± 5 nm and 350 ± 20 nm thick MAPbBr3 films, respectively. These differences in
morphologies directly impact the PeLED device performance. Clearly, the smoothest film
results in the most efficient PeLED (2:1 precursor ratio and 80 nm). The morphological
differences between these films is likely to arise due to the addition of an excess MABr
owing to two phenomena; i) the different coordination of the particles present in the
precursor influences the shape of the crystallites; ii) the excess MABr can induce Ostwald
ripening which further grows the crystal size during the annealing stage.108

3.5. Conclusions
In this chapter the efficiency of the MAPbBr3 perovskite-based PeLEDs were
significantly improved by introducing novel small molecule-based transport layers and by
optimizing the perovskite deposition protocol to result in MAPbBr3 films with tiny
crystallites. The HTL, Di-NPB eliminates the exciton quenching at the PEDOT:PSS interface
and allows for easy solution deposition of the MAPbBr3 layer on top of it. In conjunction
with the small molecule ETL BmPyPhB, the energy levels of the transport layers align neatly
to confine the injected charges within the emitting perovskite layer.
Additionally, the perovskite film properties and PeLEDs based on them were
systematically investigated. The results highlight that for an optimum device performance
the perovskite layer needs to be composed of tiny crystallites with smooth morphology. By
adding an excess of MABr into the precursor solution, the crystallite size can be easily
reduced. An optimum amount of excess MABr also leads to the formation of MAPbBr3 films
with smooth surface morphology. The PeLED device performance can further be improved
by decreasing the emitting perovskite layer thickness. This leads to the formation of closely
packed smooth films with dense tiny crystallites. These strategies improve the
electroluminescence of the PeLED by virtue of enhanced bi-molecular radiative
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recombination. The combination of perovskite films with optimized composition and
morphology (MABr:PbBr2 - 2:1; 80 nm) with suitable transport layers allows for the
demonstration of 3D PeLEDs based on MAPbBr3 with high brightness of 17,600 cd/m2 and
an EQE of 3.9%.
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4. ANTI-SOLVENT FREE LARGE AREA
PELEDS

4.1. Introduction
By way of device optimization and improvements in perovskite synthesis
techniques, PeLEDs with more than 20% EQE have been recently reported.109,110 With such
great strides of improvement in device efficiencies in less than 5 years, PeLEDs are set to
become one of the most promising candidates for cost-effective futuristic lighting and
display applications. Flat-panel display market value is expected to hit 200 billion USD by
2025 mainly due to the increase in the use of tablets and smartphones.111 Furthermore,
flexible displays are another fast-emerging market area where thin-film flexible materials
are highly sought after. Currently, one of the main challenges preventing these futuristic
displays from becoming ubiquitous is their high cost.111 With its unique advantages of
colour tunability and ability to be processed on flexible substrates, PeLEDs are well placed
to compete with mature technologies such as OLEDs. The high cost of these displays stems
from both the high material and production costs. Hence reducing the cost of raw materials
and production are research topics of significant interest. One way to reduce the production
cost is by moving towards fully solution processed roll-to-roll fabrication. Roll-to-toll
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fabrication is significantly cheaper than the vacuum deposition techniques currently used.
Solution processable OLEDs have been extensively researched and are not yet fully
commercial.15 Here perovskite LEDs offer an alternative as they have low material cost
(refer section 2.1) and can be readily solution processed.
One of the most popular choices for solution processing of thin-films is slot-die
coating due to their high throughput and compatibility with roll-to-roll manufacturing
techniques.112 Recently, perovskite-based solar cells have been fabricated over large-areas
using solution-based slot-die coating technique.113,114 But, most PeLEDs reported so far have
been fabricated using the one-step spin-coating technique and very often also require the
use of sacrificial anti-solvent dripping, which is decisive for device performance (refer
section 2.4). However, both spin-coating and anti-solvent dripping are not compatible with
large-area coating techniques and are hence not scalable to large area substrates. Thus, there
is a pressing need for an alternative solution processable perovskite deposition technique
which is scalable to large areas without compromising the PeLED device performance
significantly.

4.2. Gas-Quenching
Gas-quenching (GQ) has been proposed as an alternative rapid crystallization
technique and it does not require the use of an anti-solvent. Here, the rapid crystallization
is induced by blowing a stream of N2 gas on to the wet perovskite layer, as explained in
section 2.4. By combining gas-quenching with slot-die coating, perovskite thin-films can be
coated over large areas. In fact, gas-quenching with slot-die coating has indeed been used
recently to successfully fabricate perovskite solar cells with 12% power conversion
efficiency (PCE).115 Hence, it is well-timed to develop protocols for upscaling PeLED
fabrication to large areas, using the cost-effective strategy of using slot-die coating in
combination with gas-quenching.
In this chapter, protocols for depositing MAPbBr3 perovskite thin-film using gasquenching are developed. MAPbBr3 perovskite is chosen as the EML as it has already been
well understood for light-emitting applications and can be compared with the anti-solvent
technique. In order to minimize variables in the gas-quenching experiments, the PeLED
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architecture was maintained similar to that in chapter 3, except that the MAPbBr3 films were
fabricated using gas-quenching instead of the anti-solvent technique. The PeLEDs
fabricated in this chapter have a bottom-emitting device architecture and consists of
ITO/PEDOT:PSS/Di-NPB/MAPbBr3/BmPyPhB/LiF/Al layers (refer to stack illustration and
energy level diagram in chapter 3. Initially, to understand the impact of various gasquenching processing parameters on the perovskite film structure and properties small area
(16 mm2) PeLEDs were fabricated in combination with spin-coating, as detailed in section
2.4. It is revealed that the gas pressure and the delay time between precursor film deposition
and the start of the gas-quenching play a decisive role in the MAPbBr3 film morphology
and device performance. Smooth and uniform films of MAPbBr3 with tiny crystallites (60
nm) are obtained by initiating the gas quenching process as soon as possible after the
perovskite precursor deposition, at a gas inlet pressure of 6 bar. Using these optimized
conditions, spin-coated PeLEDs were fabricated with peak luminance of 6600 cd/m2 and
current efficiencies of 7.0 cd/A. The influence of different key GQ processing parameters on
the perovskite film structure and morphology are thoroughly investigated by electrical and
morphological characterizations.
Crucially, this technique is scaled up to fabricate large area PeLEDs using slot-die
coating in combination with gas-quenching. It is employed to coat MAPbBr3 perovskite on
230 cm2 substrate with nine PeLEDs each with an emission area of 4.46 cm2. These large area
PeLEDs exhibit peak luminance of 550 cd/m2 and current efficiencies of 2.6 cd/A. These
results mark a vital step in large area PeLED manufacturing techniques.

4.3. Device Fabrication and Characterization
This device architecture is similar to that elaborated in section 2.3 and Figure 2.6.
For the MAPbBr3 layer deposition, the gas-quenching technique is used (refer section 2.4).
The specific experimental details are given below.

Materials
Small molecule transport materials, Di-NPB and BmPyPhB were purchased from
Lumtec Corporation. PEDOT:PSS (Clevios P AI4083) was purchased from Heraeus. MABr
and PbBr2 were purchased from GreatCell solar and TCI chemicals, respectively. The
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solvents were purchased from Sigma Aldrich. All materials and solvents were used as
received.

Perovskite Synthesis
The perovskite precursors MABr and PbBr2 were weighed at molar ratios of 1:1,
1.5:1, 2:1, 2.5:1 and 3:1 and dissolved in DMSO at total molar concentrations of 0.8 M (for
spin-coating) and 0.27 M (for slot-die coating). The solutions were stirred with a magnetic
stirrer at 50˚C overnight before use.

PeLED Fabrication
Small area spin-coated PeLEDs:
Small area (3 by 3 cm2) substrates were used for the spin-coating experiments in
combination with gas-quenching. The device preparation is similar to that elaborated in
section 3.2 for the HIL, HTL, ETL and the cathode. Small glass substrates consisting of four
pre-patterned ITO areas with 16 mm2 active area were purchased from Naranjo B.V. The
substrates were washed with soap (1% Teepol) and deionized water in an ultrasonic bath
followed by a mega sonic bath before use. The substrates were treated with O2 plasma for
3 minutes at 900 W. Then, PEDOT:PSS was filtered through a 0.45 µm polyvinylidene
difluoride (PVDF) filter and spin coated on the substrate to result in a 50 nm layer. Di-NPB
was dissolved in toluene at 0.6 wt/v% concentration and filtered through a 0.2 µm PTFE
filter and spin-coated on the HIL to result in a 30 nm layer. The Di-NPB layer was then
treated with N2 plasma for 30 s before coating the perovskite layer. Then, in a N2 filled glove
box, 70 µL of the 0.8 M perovskite precursor solution was spin-deposited on top of the HTL.
The spin speed was initially set at 1000 rpm. Then the spin speed was ramped up to 5000
rpm and while still spinning, the gas-quenching process was initiated using a nitrogen gun
held at 3 cm above the spinning substrate at various delay timings, at set gas inlet pressures
(2 bar, 4 bar or maximum 6 bar). Further details of the process are discussed in the next
section. The coated substrates were annealed at 80˚C for 2 minutes inside the glovebox. The
substrates with the MAPbBr3 layer were then transferred into a thermal evaporator where
30 nm of BmPyPhB, 1 nm of LiF and 100 nm of aluminium cathode were sequentially
vapour deposited through a shadow mask at a pressure of <1 × 10-6 mbar to complete the
PeLEDs.
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Large area slot-die coated PeLEDs:
Large area substrates (15.2 ×15.2 cm2) were prepared by sputtering ITO in a KDF
744 sputter tool to form a 135 nm thick ITO layer with a sheet resistance of 20 Ω/sq. The ITO
layer was then patterned using photolithography, by exposing spin-coated AZ1518 (from
Microchemicals GmbH) photoresist to 365 nm UV light (LVA 204, Mega electronics)
through a pre-defined mask. The exposed areas were developed with AZ developer (from
Merck GmbH) and rinsed with water to strip the illuminated areas. Then ITO was etched
in a FeCl3/HCl bath (0.35 M in 18% HCl). The remaining photoresist was removed by rinsing
with acetone, resulting in a substrate with 9 rectangular ITO patterned areas each with an
active area of 4.46 cm2. Metallic bus bars and shunting lines were then prepared by
sputtering MAM [molybdenum (20 nm), aluminium (250 nm) and molybdenum (20 nm)]
layer on the substrates. It was patterned similar to the ITO layer, except that a different
etchant (phosphoric acid, acetic acid, sulfuric acid, ratio 74:18:8 by volume) was used for
stripping the metallic areas. The substrates were then cleaned and treated with O2 plasma
similar to the small substrates (refer previous section). The PEDOT:PSS, Di-NPB and the
MAPbBr3 layers were then sequentially slot-die coated using an nTact nRAD 1 coater.
A schematic of the slot-die coating process is shown in Figure 4.1. In simple terms,
the coating solution (also referred to as “ink”) is pumped through the slot-die head on to
the substrate to form a meniscus. The slot-die head then moves over the substrate (indicated
with a red arrow in Figure 4.1) which deposits a uniform, continuous wet layer. The
thickness of the wet layer can be tuned by varying the ink flow rate and the speed of the
slot-die head movement with respect to the substrate. Several peripheral motors and
pumps are used to control the various other coating parameters as required. Here the
PEDOT:PSS layer was slot-die coated under ambient environment and dried in a
convection oven at 50°C for 7 minutes and then annealed on a hotplate at 130°C for 10
minutes to result in a 100 nm layer. The Di-NPB layer was then slot-die coated using another
nTact nRAD 1 coater inside a N2 filled glovebox and annealed at 110˚C for 15 minutes to
result in a ~60 nm film. The Di-NPB layer was then treated with N2 plasma for 1 min before
coating the perovskite layer. The 0.27 M MAPbBr3 precursor solution was then slot-die
coated on top of the N2 plasma treated HTL using the same equipment, but with a clean
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slot-die head. The slot-die coating speed and ink flow rate were tuned to attain the desired
MAPbBr3 layer thicknesses. Immediately after the end of the coating, gas-quenching was
initiated using a 15 cm long air knife (ExAir) held at 3 cm above the substrate at 6 bar gas
inlet pressure (Figure 4.1). The gas pressure and timing were optimized as explained in the
next section. The air knife was manually moved back and forth over the substrate area at a
rate of ~300 mm/s for 60 s to induce crystallization in the wet MAPbBr3 film. The substrates
were then annealed at 80˚C for 2 minutes inside the glovebox. The PeLED was then
completed by evaporating the BmPyPhB, LiF and aluminium layers using processes similar
to the small area devices (refer previous section). The thickness of the PEDOT:PSS, Di-NPB
and the MAPbBr3 layers were deliberately chosen to be higher than the small area spincoated PeLEDs to avoid side-leakage current and to reduce shunt paths in case of any
particle contamination, likely to occur when fabricating large devices.

Figure 4.1: Schematic illustration of the slot-die coating process in combination with gasquenching. The red and grey arrows indicate the coating and gas quenching directions,
respectively.

PeLED Characterizations
The devices’ J-V-L characteristics and the electroluminescence spectra were
measured by following the experimental methods outlined in section 3.2. The device
efficiencies were calculated from the measured data using the relationships explained in
section 2.5.

Optical Characterizations
The absorption and PL spectra of the spin-coated and gas-quenched MAPbBr3
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films were measured by following the experimental methods outlined in section 3.2.
Other imaging and morphological characterizations used in this work is explained
in the discussion section when required.

4.4. Results and Discussion
4.4.1. Gas-quenching parameters
In order to develop a scalable perovskite layer deposition technique, it is highly
desirable to get rid of the anti-solvent dripping step. The anti-solvent plays a crucial role in
determining the optimal crystal structure and morphology required for an efficient PeLED,
as shown in chapter 3.43,49 Here, gas-quenching is proposed as an alternative perovskite
synthesis route and it has never been used before to fabricate PeLEDs. Hence, initially, spincoating is used on small-area substrates to investigate the impact of key gas-quenching
processing parameters on the perovskite films’ physical and optical properties. These
investigations were carried out on patterned ITO glass substrates with PEDOT:PSS/Di-NPB
bilayer coatings to mimic the structure morphology of films in final devices. Then, MAPbBr3
perovskite precursor (from DMSO solvent) solution is dispensed on top of the Di-NPB layer
and subsequently gas-quenched. The spin acceleration curve used to deposit the MAPbBr3
layer by gas-quenching is illustrated in Figure 4.2a. 70 µL of the 0.8 M precursor solution is
dispensed on the substrate spinning at 1000 rpm at two seconds into the spin process
(indicated by the black arrow). Then, the spin speed is ramped up to 5000 rpm in order to
form a well-defined wet precursor film. At this stage, a variable delay time (t) is introduced
ranging from 0 s to 35 s, during which the wet film is left spinning unobstructed at 5000
rpm, the reason for which is explained later. After the delay time has elapsed, a N2 gun,
held at 3 cm above the spinning substrate, is used to direct a flow of N2 gas towards the wet
film for 30 s (illustration in Figure 2.7b). The inlet pressure of the N2 gun is varied ranging
from 2, 4 to 6 bar, to understand its impact on the rate of MAPbBr3 crystallization. The N2
gas flow causes the DMSO solvent in the wet film to swiftly evaporate. This forces the wet
film to supersaturate and the MAPbBr3 crystallites
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a)

b)

Figure 4.2: a) Illustrative spin curve with process steps, and their timings, used for depositing
the MAPbBr3 film with GQ technique. b) The thickness of various MAPbBr3 films measured
using a profilometer as a function of GQ delay timings (t) at three different gas-inlet pressures.
to precipitate. It has been established that a high rate of supersaturation leads to the
formation of a large number of homogenous crystallite nuclei resulting in smooth and
uniform perovskite films.72,73,116 Here, the rate of supersaturation is controlled by varying
the delay time before the gas-quenching process is initiated. The gas-quenching delay
timing is systematically varied from 0 s to 35 s, in steps of 5 s to study its effect on the
MAPbBr3 film properties. Thus, the gas-inlet pressure and the delay timings are chosen as
the key processing parameters to be optimized in the gas-quenching process. Several
MAPbBr3 films are deposited at the aforementioned gas pressures and delay timings on
PEDOT:PSS/Di-NPB bilayers.

4.4.2. Impact on physical properties
The thicknesses of the resulting films were measured using a Veeco Dektak150
profilometer and the average values of two films from separate batches are shown in Figure
4.2b. Clearly, the thickness of the resulting MAPbBr3 films varies depending on the delay
timings. On average, the thickness increases from ~120 nm to ~180 nm as the delay timing
increases from 0 s to 35 s. The impact of gas-pressure on the film thickness is rather trivial,
under identical delay timings. Next, the absorption and PL spectra of these films were
measured to investigate their optical properties. All the films irrespective of the gas
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pressures and delay timings exhibit a clear absorption band edge at ~540 nm and PL centred
at ~530 nm, indicating the formation of MAPbBr3 perovskite layer, as shown in Figure 4.3.
This illustrates that both the gas pressures and the delay timings do not impact the bandgap
of the MAPbBr3 films. However, the quality of the resulting films is varied. While the films
made with 4 bar and 6 bar gas pressure clearly exhibit an excitonic absorption peak at ~520
nm, the films made with 2 bar gas pressure do not exhibit any such features. It has been
established that perovskite films that exhibit excitonic features tend to have higher PLQY,
and therefore can lead to better PeLEDs.95 Therefore, for the rest of this study emphasis is
placed upon the films made with 6 bar gas pressure that exhibits excitonic features.

Figure 4.3: Absorption (black line, left axis) and PL spectra (blue line, right axis) of the
MAPbBr3 films used in this work. The gas-pressures are indicated within the first plots in red
coloured text. The delay timings are indicated at the top of the images.

4.4.3. Impact on morphology and structure
To gain insight on the impact of the gas-quenching parameters on MAPbBr3 films’
morphology, AFM scanning and SEM imaging were performed. Once again, these
investigations were done on perovskite films deposited on PEDOT:PSS/Di-NPB bilayers.
The AFM scans were conducted in tapping mode (k 4 N/m, frequency 350 kHz) under an
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inert environment with a relative humidity level of <0.1%, ensured by continuously
flushing the sample hood of Dimension Fast Scan (Bruker) AFM equipment with N2 gas.
The resulting AFM scan images of the MAPbBr3 films made with 6 bar gas pressure over
an area of 10 × 10 µm2 is shown in Figure 4.4a. Clearly, there are distinct differences in the
surface morphology of the films. To quantify this, the z-axis surface roughness of all the
films extracted from the AFM scans are shown in Figure 4.4b. For delay timings between 0
s to 20 s the surface roughness gradually increases from 4.6 nm to 11 nm (for 6 bar case). As
the delay timings increases from 20 s to 35 s, the surface roughness drastically increases
from ~12 nm to ~44 nm (for 6 bar case). Based on the AFM images it is proposed that the
increase in surface roughness with increasing delay timings, irrespective of the gas
pressures, is likely due to the agglomeration of MAPbBr3 crystallites into µm sized grains.
To further verify this, topographic SEM images of the films made with 6 bar gas
pressure were taken as shown in Figure 4.4a. The SEM images confirm that the apparent
grains visible in the AFM scan images are indeed composed of much smaller MAPbBr3
crystallites. With an increase in delay timings, these crystallites tend to agglomerate into
large µm sized grains with large pin-holes in between the grains. The MAPbBr3 films made
from 4 bar and 2 bar gas pressures also show similar trends, and the surface roughness
values of these films extracted from AFM scans are shown in Figure 4.4b. These results
confirm that when gas-quenching is initiated at delay timings <20 s, it induces a high rate
of supersaturation and beyond ca. 20 s, the rate of heterogeneous nucleation is faster than
the rate of supersaturation.73 Thus smooth MAPbBr3 films with densely packed
homogenous crystals can be obtained by initiating the gas-quenching with a delay time of
<20 s. The roughness values of these film are analogous to the ones fabricated using the
anti-solvent technique.31,43 It is noteworthy that for PeLEDs fabricated using the anti-solvent
technique, the optimum anti-solvent drip timing lies beyond 30 s into the spin process, even
for the same precursors.43,49 Hence, these findings reveal that the dynamics of perovskite
film formation depend heavily on the specific crystallization technique used and needs to
be optimized for better device performance.
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a)

b)

Figure 4.4: a) AFM images (10 × 10 µm2 scan area) of the MAPbBr3 films prepared by GQ at 6
bar gas-pressure and various delay timings (marked on the top left corner). The scale bars in
the AFM images represent 2 µm. The z-axis roughness scale is at the bottom of the images
grouped together by the coloured box (red or blue). SEM images of the corresponding films as
indicated in the AFM images. The SEM scale bars represent 400 nm. b) The mean surface
roughness as a function of delay timings at various gas pressures, extracted from the AFM scan
images.
Furthermore, to understand the structural differences between the various gasquenched MAPbBr3 films, XRD patterns of them were collected using a Panalytical X’Pert
MPD pro diffractometer (10˚– 70˚ at a scan rate of 2˚ min-1). The XRD patterns of the
perovskite films deposited by GQ on PEDOT:PSS/Di-NPB bilayer is shown in Figure 4.5a.
All the films exhibit peaks at 15.1˚, 30.3˚ and 46.1˚ which can typically be ascribed to the
(100), (200) and (300) planes of Pm 3̅ m cubic phase MAPbBr3 perovskite.106 The peak
positions do not vary with varying gas-pressures or delay timings indicating that the phase
of the perovskite is unaffected.
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a)

b)

Figure 4.5: a) XRD spectra of the MAPbBr3 films prepared by GQ used in this work in
logarithmic scale. The gas pressures are indicated on the top left corner of the images, and the
delay timings are indicated with different colours. b) FWHM of the (100) XRD peaks vs. delay
timings at various gas pressures.
From the XRD spectra, the FWHM of the (100) peaks were calculated as shown in
Figure 4.5b. No significant change between the FWHM of the peaks is observed between
the various gas pressures. With respect to delay timings, the FWHM is rather similar
between 0 s to 25 s, indicating that the crystallite sizes within these films are comparable.
Using the Scherrer equation, the average crystallite size of the MAPbBr3 films made with
delay times ranging between 0 s to 25 s is estimated to be ~60 nm.107 However, beyond a
delay time of 25 s, the FWHM gradually decreases, indicating that the crystallite size in
these films is definitely increasing. These crystallite size estimates corroborate with the SEM
findings and confirm that in order to attain smooth MAPbBr3 films with tiny crystallites,
gas-quenching must be initiated as soon as possible after the precursor layer deposition.
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4.4.4. Small-area spin-coated PeLEDs
Small area PeLEDs (16 mm2) were fabricated based on the aforementioned
MAPbBr3 films by spin-coating in combination with gas-quenching. Initially, it needs to be
checked if the addition of an excess MABr in the precursor solution improves the
performance of gas-quenched PeLEDs, like in the case of anti-solvent based PeLEDs (refer
chapter 3). For this reason, the MABr:PbBr2 ratios of the precursors were systematically
varied from 1:1, 1.5:1, 2:1, 2.5:1 to 3:1. These initial test devices were gas-quenched using 6
bar gas pressure and with a delay time of 15 s. The maximum luminance of these test
devices extracted from their J-V-L characteristics is shown in Figure 4.6a. Here, each data
point represents an average value of three different devices fabricated in separate batches.
Clearly, an excess of MABr in the precursor improves the PeLED performance. Particularly,
by increasing the MABr:PbBr2 ratio from 1:1 to 2:1 the maximum luminance of the PeLEDs
can be enhanced from 245 cd/m2 to 2680 cd/m2, a tenfold improvement. This confirms that
an optimum excess of MABr content improves the performance of gas-quenched PeLEDs,
likely due to the reduction of crystallite size as discussed in chapter 3. Thus, PeLEDs further
in this chapter were fabricated from precursors with MABr:PbBr2 in 2:1 ratio, at various gas
pressures and delay timings as described in the previous section.
The maximum luminance and maximum current efficiencies of the PeLEDs
(extracted from their J-V-L characteristics) fabricated under various different gas pressures
and gas-quenching timings are shown in Figure 4.6b,c. Here each data point represents an
average value of three different devices fabricated in different batches. In brief, these
PeLEDs have turn-on voltages between 3 and 3.4 V and exhibit low leakage currents of
<2.7×10-4 mA/cm2 (not shown here). They emit with green colour and their EL emission is
centred ~532 nm with a FWHM of ~20 nm (inset Figure 4.6b). Clearly, the PeLEDs made
with delay time ranging between 0 s to 20 s show better performance both in terms of
luminance and current efficiencies than those with delay timings >25 s. The best performing
PeLEDs were the ones that were gas-quenched immediately after the wet layer formation,
i.e. at t = 0 s. These devices exhibit a peak luminance of 6600 cd/m2 and a peak current
efficiency of 7 cd/A.
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 4.6: a) Maximum luminance of the PeLEDs as a function of MABr:PbBr2 ratio in the
precursor solution. The PeLEDs were made by GQ at 6 bar gas pressure and with 15 s delay
time. b) Average maximum luminance and c) average maximum current efficiencies of PeLEDs
vs. delay timings, measured for different gas pressures. Inset: The electroluminescence spectra
of a typical PeLED under 5 V bias exhibiting green emission.
From the AFM, SEM and XRD it has been determined that MAPbBr3 films made
with delay timings <20 s had smaller perovskite crystallites size and smooth morphology.
This explains the better performance of the PeLEDs made with delay timings <20 s. In
contrast, beyond a delay time of 25 s the PeLEDs’ luminance and current efficiencies drop
to insignificant values, irrespective of the gas pressures. This can be explained by the fact
that beyond 25 s the MAPbBr3 films were observed to have bigger crystallites and rather
inhomogeneous coverage, as discussed in the earlier section. In terms of gas pressures
investigated, it has only a minor effect on the PeLED performance, with a preference for
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higher gas pressure. It is proposed that a high gas pressure leads to rapid evaporation of
the solvent, which in turn will accelerate the rate of supersaturation resulting in
homogeneous crystallite growth. This is evidenced by the fact that the trends in maximum
PeLED luminance at various gas pressures largely agrees with the trends seen in the FWHM
of the (100) XRD peaks (refer Figure 4.5b). In summary, in order to fabricate efficient
PeLEDs using the gas-quenching technique, the quenching step must be carried
immediately after the wet layer formation, and at a high gas inlet pressure.

4.4.5. Large-area slot-die coated PeLEDs
The gas-quenching technique is then implemented on a slot-die coater, in order to
scale up the PeLED fabrication to large areas as discussed in section 4.3. Slot-die coating is
a particularly popular solution processing technique for processing large OLED panels and
displays. Some of its advantages are low material consumption, high throughput, low cost
and compatibility with roll-to-roll production.15,117,118 Perovskite-based solar modules with
an active area of 12.5 × 13.5 cm2 and PCE >10% has been demonstrated by slot-die coating
the perovskite layer.113 Even gas-quenching in combination with slot-die coating has been
used to fabricate perovskite solar cells with 12% PCE.115 Here, a similar strategy is used to
fabricate nine large area PeLEDs (each 4.46 cm2) over a 15.2 × 15.2 cm2 substrate. In fact, all
three solution processable layers of the PeLED stack (PEDOT:PSS, Di-NPB and MAPbBr3)
are slot-die coated. The large substrates with ITO layer were first slot-die coated with 100
nm of PEDOT:PSS and 60 nm of Di-NPB (refer section 4.3). The thickness of all the layers
were tuned to be higher than the small area spin-coated PeLEDs to avoid side-leakage and
to reduce shunt paths in case of contamination. Then, the MAPbBr3 layer is slot-die coated
from a 2:1 precursor solution on top of the N2 plasma Di-NPB layer and immediately gasquenched using a N2 knife at 6 bar gas pressure (refer section 4.3). The resulting MAPbBr3
film was measured to be 200 nm thick as targeted. These films were analysed with XRD and
the resulting patterns are shown in Figure 4.7a. They exhibit peaks at 15.0˚, 21.5˚, 30.2˚, 34˚,
37.3˚, 43.4˚ and 46˚ which can be ascribed to (100), (110), (200), (210), (211), (220) and (300)
planes, respectively, of a cubic Pm3̅m phase MAPbBr3 perovskite, rather similar to the spincoated films.49 From the (100) XRD peak, using the Scherrer equation, the crystallite size of
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b)

a)

c)

d)

Figure 4.7: a) XRD patterns of the slot-die coated MAPbBr3 prepared by GQ. The broad feature
in the baseline is originating from the encapsulation layer. b) Typical J-V-L curve of a slot-die
coated PeLED. Inset: The EL spectra at 8 V bias. c) Photograph of the slot-die coated PeLEDs
with 6 devices in ON state at 12 V cumulative bias. Inset: An image of a single device in off state
with a scale for size perception. d) Histograms of maximum luminance and maximum current
efficiencies measured for 7 PeLEDs from the same single slot-die coated large area substrate
(out of 9).
the slot-die coated MAPbBr3 is estimated to be ~68 nm. This is only marginally higher than
the crystallites in the small-area spin-coated devices (~60 nm).
The typical J-V-L characteristics of a completed large-area PeLED is shown in
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Figure 4.7b. It has a leakage current of <2 × 10-3 mA/cm2 and the diode rectification begins
at 4.5 V. In parallel, the EL starts at 6 V and steadily rises to a maximum of 550 cd/m2 before
levelling off at 11.5 V. This corresponds to a peak current efficiency of 2.6 cd/A. The higher
Von and lower maximum luminance of the slot-die coated (large area) PeLEDs in
comparison with their spin-coated (small area) counterparts can be rationalized in terms of
MAPbBr3 film thicknesses and crystallite size. The larger crystallite size (8 nm higher) and
twice the thickness of the MAPbBr3 layer in slot-die coated PeLEDs could lead to the
reduction of radiative recombination43,49 and cause optical losses in them.119 But remarkably,
the individual large-area PeLEDs show rather similar device performance as evidenced by
the histogram of seven devices from a single substrate as shown in Figure 4.7d. The average
maximum luminance and average current efficiencies of the seven PeLEDs is 500 cd/m2 and
2.4 cd/A, respectively. Two of the nine devices were not measurable due to limitations in
measurement equipment. The EL is centred at ~534 nm (inset Figure 4.7b) with green
coloured emission over the entire active area, as shown in Figure 4.7c. This is the first
demonstration of large area PeLEDs using a commercially viable technique.

4.5. Conclusions
In this chapter an anti-solvent free facile solution processable technique called gasquenching has been developed for scaling up MAPbBr3 based PeLEDs to large areas. As a
baseline MAPbBr3 films were deposited using spin-coating in combination with gasquenching. Physical, structural and morphological characterizations of these films reveal
that in order to attain smooth and uniform perovskite films with tiny crystallites, gasquenching needs to be initiated immediately after deposition of the wet precursor layer. By
using this strategy in conjunction with high gas inlet pressured of 6 bar, PeLEDs based on
MAPbBr3 with a brightness of 6600 cd/m2 and current efficiency of 7.0 cd/A has been
demonstrated.
Furthermore, this technique has been scaled up to fabricate large-area PeLEDs
using slot-die coating technique. MAPbBr3 precursor layer was slot-die coated and
immediately gas quenched at 6 bar gas pressure to form a smooth and uniform layer over
a 231 cm2 substrate. This led to the fabrication of several large area PeLEDs each with an
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active area of 4.46 cm2 in one coating step. These large slot-die coated PeLEDs exhibit
spatially uniform electroluminescence with an average peak luminance of 500 cd/m2 and
peak current efficiency of 2.4 cd/A. Strategies to further enhance the efficiencies of the slotdie coated PeLEDs should mainly focus on i) coating ultra-thin perovskite emissive layer;
ii) enhancing the crystallinity of the perovskite layer by using higher inlet gas pressures iii)
accelerating the rate of supersaturation by use of additives. The presented technique is
compatible with established roll-to-roll fabrication techniques and thus fabrication of
industrially relevant large area PeLEDs should be within reach.
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5. DEGRADATION MECHANISMS IN
PELEDS

5.1. Introduction
Most light-emitting devices degrade gradually over their operational lifetime. In
devices with organic emitters such as OLEDs, the operational lifetime has particularly been
a topic of intense research. Typically, the lifetime of an LED is evaluated by measuring the
time taken by the light output of the device to drop to 50% or 70% of its initial luminance
(commonly referred to as LT50 or LT70, respectively). The lifetime of the device also depends
on the intensity of the initial luminance and the emission colour. Current state-of-the-art
OLEDs have a LT50 of >400,000 h at an initial luminance of 1,000 cd/m2.121 Yet, significant
research is underway to further improve the device lifetimes beyond conventional
inorganic light-emitting materials. In this regard, despite their commendable achievements,
PeLEDs have relatively poor operational lifetimes, which is a major drawback. The LT50 of
PeLEDs reported till date range from few minutes to few hours, depending on the
experimental conditions such as electrical bias and encapsulation.16,109,110,122 For any realistic
applications, PeLEDs must have stable and long operational lifetimes under electrical bias,
aside from excellent light-emitting characteristics. Initially, solar cells based on perovskites
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also suffered from similar lifetime issues. But a better understating of the underlying
degradation process has led to the demonstration of perovskite solar cells that can
continually operate for >10000 h.123 Thus, investigating the dominant degradation
mechanisms in PeLEDs is a topic of crucial importance. The degradation mechanisms in a
PeLED can be classified into two types i) environmental stability and ii) intrinsic device
stability. Environmental stability pertains to the impact of ambient conditions such as
presence oxygen and moisture on the perovskite layer. Intrinsic device stability pertains to
the operational lifetime of the perovskite layer under operational conditions such as
biasing. In this chapter, the degradation mechanism governing MAPbBr3 PeLED is
elucidated. The PeLEDs fabricated in this chapter are similar to the best devices developed
in Chapter 3 (refer fabrication section). Using these efficient PeLEDs based on MAPbBr3 as
a baseline, environmental and intrinsic device stability of these devices are systematically
investigated.
It has been previously suggested that wide band-gap perovskites such as
methylammonium lead iodide (MAPI) perovskite readily decompose upon exposure to
moisture.124 However, the fate of MAPbBr3 upon exposure to moisture and oxygen has not
been thoroughly investigated. Here it is revealed that the presence of oxygen has no impact
on the degradation of the MAPbBr3 perovskite layer. In contrast, the MAPbBr3 readily
decomposes in the presence of moisture through a process called water catalysis, as
explained later.
On the other hand, few recent reports suggest that the PeLED device performance
enhances under electrical bias by virtue of ionic motion until a threshold beyond which it
degrades irreversibly.125 However, the precise degradation mechanism has not been
studied. Here, in-situ microscopic studies of PeLEDs under electric bias reveal the
formation of µm sized spots that exhibit photoluminescence but not electroluminescence.
By investigating the seemingly degraded PeLEDs (encapsulated) using SEM imaging, EDX
profiling and other structural characterization techniques it is revealed that the perovskite
material dissociates and produces gaseous compounds under an electric bias. These
gaseous compounds build-up pressure inside the PeLED and cause the cathode to
delaminate locally from the MAPbBr3 layer, leading to the reduction in injection current
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and luminance. Crucially, it is demonstrated that by peeling off and re-depositing a fresh
cathode (using an encapsulation layer), the reduction in device performance due to cathode
impairment can be largely reverted to original conditions (further details in next section).
Further investigation of the buried interface of the cathode with the MAPbBr3 layer suggests
likely formation

of gaseous

methylamine due to the

decomposition

of

the

methylammonium cation under electrical bias. Replacing the organic cation in MAPbBr3
with inorganic cesium, seems to improve the PeLED lifetime. These crucial insights into
the degradation mechanisms of PeLEDs will aid in developing strategies to improve PeLED
lifetimes in the future.

5.2. Device Fabrication and Analysis
This device architecture used in this work is similar to that elaborated in section
2.3 and Figure 2.6. The bottom emitting stack architecture consists of ITO (130
nm)/PEDOT:PSS (50 nm)/Di-NPB (30 nm)/MAPbBr3 (80 nm)/BmPyPhB (30 nm)/LiF (1
nm)/Al (100 nm). The emitting MAPbBr3 perovskite layer was spin-coated using the antisolvent technique from a DMSO solution containing MABr:PbBr2 in 2:1 precursor ratio
(refer section 2.4). The specific experimental details are given below.

Materials
Small molecule transport materials, Di-NPB and BmPyPhB were purchased from
Lumtec Corporation. PEDOT:PSS (Clevios P AI4083) was purchased from Heraeus. MABr
and cesium bromide (CsBr) were purchased from GreatCell Solar. PbBr2 was purchased
from TCI Chemicals. The solvents were purchased from Sigma Aldrich. All materials and
solvents were used as received.

Perovskite Synthesis
The perovskite precursor solution was prepared by dissolving MABr or CsBr and
PbBr2 in DMSO (0.8 M for MAPbBr3 or 0.75 M for CsPbBr3 molar concentrations) in 2:1 ratio,
in 2:1 MABr/CsBr:PbBr2 precursor ratio. The solutions were stirred with a magnetic stirrer
at 50˚C overnight before use.
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PeLED Fabrication
The device preparation is similar to that elaborated in section 3.2. In brief, glass
substrates (3 by 3 cm2) consisting of four pre-patterned ITO (16 mm2) areas were washed
with soap (1% Teepol) and deionized water in an ultrasonic bath followed by a mega sonic
bath. The substrates were treated with O2 plasma for 3 minutes and PEDOT:PSS was spincoated on the substrate to result in a 50 nm layer. Di-NPB from toluene (0.6 wt/v%) was
spin-coated on the HIL to result in a 30 nm layer, in a N2 filled glovebox. The Di-NPB layer
was then treated with N2 plasma for 30 s before coating the perovskite layer. The MAPbBr3
or CsPbBr3 perovskite layer was then spin-coated on top of the Di-NPB layer, in a N2 filled
glovebox. Whilst still spinning, after 25 s, 145 µl of chlorobenzene was dripped on top of
the wet perovskite layer to induce rapid crystallization. The coated substrates were
annealed at 80˚C for 2 minutes inside the glovebox. For the ambient condition experiments,
the glove box was filled with dry air (20% O2, <1% RH-relative humidity) or humid air (20%
O2, ~55% RH) before processing the perovskite layer. Further details are given in the results
section. The substrates were then transferred to a thermal evaporator where the desired
thickness of BmPyPhB, LiF and Al layers were sequentially deposited through a mask, at a
vacuum pressure of <1 × 10-6 mbar.

Encapsulation Layer Fabrication
In order to protect the PeLEDs from exposure to moisture and oxygen, the devices
were encapsulated using a barrier foil. This was done when investigating the device outside
a glovebox or when storing the device for a long duration. The barrier foil is composed of
multiple layers, as shown in Figure 5.1 and is fabricated as follows. A PET (polyethylene
terephthalate) foil is first coated with an organic layer for planarization (OCP). Then a
silicon nitrate (SiN) layer is deposited on top of it using plasma enhanced chemical vapor
deposition technique, as per previously reported protocols.126 Then a commercial pressure
sensitive adhesive (PSA) layer is laminated on top of the SiN layer, completing the
encapsulation foil. The foil is then cut into shapes that cover the substrate completely.
Finally, the barrier foil is annealed in a vacuum oven at 90 °C for one hour before being
used for encapsulation. The barrier foil is applied to the cathode side of the PeLED by
laminating it using sufficient pressure on top of the device at room temperature.
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Figure 5.1: Schematic stack architecture of the barrier foil used in this work.

Cathode Peeling
For some experiments in this chapter, the cathode was stripped off from the PeLED
without damaging the rest of the layer in the device stack. This was done by carefully
peeling off the previously applied barrier foil as follows. The encapsulated PeLEDs were
first heated to 110 °C for 1 minute. This delaminates the PSA from the PET foil and binds
to the Al cathode. Then the PeLEDs were cooled down to room temperature, which
transfers the Al cathode to the adhesive and binds to the foil. The barrier foil was then
carefully stripped off from the corners of the substrate using a knife in a N2 filled glovebox.

PeLED Characterizations
The devices’ J-V-L characteristics and the electroluminescence spectra were
measured by following the experimental methods outlined in section 3.2. The device
efficiencies were calculated from the measured data using the relationships explained in
section 2.5.
Other special characterization techniques such as optical microscopy, SEM, thermal
profiling, used in this work are explained in the next section along with the results and
discussions.

5.3. Results and Discussion
Organic light-emitting materials are proven to be sensitive to the presence of
oxygen or water and hence they are rigorously encapsulated before use. Since PeLED stacks
also use organic transport and injection layers, it also to be encapsulated to prolong its shelf
life. However, the impact of oxygen or water on the emitting-perovskite can be detrimental.
Thus, before probing the lifetime and intrinsic stability of state-of-the-art PeLEDs, it has to
be determined if the MAPbBr3 layer degrades in the presence of oxygen or water to exclude
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any environmental degradation effects.

5.3.1. Impact of ambient conditions
Previous reports have shown that wide bandgap MAPI perovskite degrades in the
presence of water through a process called water catalysis and changes structurally in the
presence of oxygen.124,127 It was also postulated that the addition of bromide in the
perovskite lattice might improve its immunity to water catalysis and thus it was suggested
that MAPbBr3 perovskite must be resistant to moisture.128 Therefore, in this work the
impacts of oxygen and moisture on the MAPbBr3 layer were investigated. Several PeLEDs
were fabricated by spin-coating and annealing the MAPbBr3 layer in a glove box filled with
i) N2 or ii) O2 or iii) O2 and water. This was achieved by replacing the N2 in the glovebox
with compressed dry air (contains 20% O2 and <1% relative humidity) or humid air
(contains 20% O2 and ~55% relative humidity). After completing the MAPbBr3 layer
deposition, the PeLEDs were completed using the standard procedures and characterized
(refer section 5.2). The J-V-L curves of these PeLEDs are shown in Figure 5.2a. It shows that
the performance of the standard PeLED fabricated under N2 (black line) environment is as
expected (refer chapter 3). Also, the PeLEDs fabricated under O2 environment exhibit
current densities and luminance (shown here for an average of two devices) similar to the
PeLEDs fabricated under N2, indicating that the mere presence of O2 has no effect on the
device performance and the MAPbBr3 layer. All these PeLEDs exhibit uniform emission
with EL centred at ~530 nm. However, the PeLEDs fabricated in the presence of humid air
(cyan line) shows a significant reduction in both current density and luminance and exhibits
a non-uniform EL (inset Figure 5.2a). This indicates that the formation of MAPbBr3 layer is
compromised or degraded in the presence of water.
Furthermore, to test if moisture degrades the PeLED performance whilst storing
for a long term, several PeLEDs fabricated under N2 environment were stored in a N2 filled
glovebox with and without encapsulation using the barrier foil. These barrier foils have a
very low water vapor transmission rate of <10-6 g/m2/day.126 After three days, the PeLEDs stored
with the barrier foil showed no signs of degradation, as shown in Figure 5.2b.
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Figure 5.2: a) J-V-L curves of the PeLEDs fabricated under N2 (black lines), dry air (red lines)
and humid (55% RH) air (cyan lines) environments. Inset: Photo of a PeLED fabricated under
humid air at 5 V bias showing inhomogeneous emission. b) Photo of PeLEDs, as freshly
prepared and after ~78 h of storage in a N2 filled glovebox (humidity < 10 ppm) without (top
row) and with (bottom row) an encapsulation layer and containing PEDOT:PSS layer; c)
without PEDOT:PSS layer in the stack.
However, the PeLEDs stored without the barrier foil were found to have black spots in
them. The degradation of unencapsulated PeLEDs stored under N2 is likely due to the
inevitable presence of few water molecules in the glovebox (moisture level in the glovebox
was ca. 5 ppm). Similarly, PeLEDs without the PEDOT:PSS were also fabricated and stored
to check if the degradation observed is due to the ingress of water possibly trapped in the
PEDOT:PSS layer. After three days in storage, the unencapsulated PeLEDs without the
PEDOT:PSS layer show black spots in emission and the encapsulated PeLEDs did not show
any signs of degradation, indicating that the degradation is due to external factors (refer
Figure 5.2c).
From these results, it can be concluded that MAPbBr3 thin-film is extremely
sensitive to the presence of moisture. This necessitates a rigorous encapsulation procedure
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to prolong the lifetime of PeLEDs even whilst storage. For further investigations in this
chapter, all the PeLEDs used were encapsulated using the barrier foil immediately after the
cathode deposition.

5.3.2. Impact of electrical bias
The lifetime of PeLEDs is investigated by using state-of-the-art MAPbBr3 PeLEDs,
similar to ones reported in chapter 3. The J-V-L of such PeLEDs is shown in Figure 5.3a.
These PeLEDs have a low leakage current of ~10-5 mA/cm2, a Von of 3 V and reach a
luminance of ~17800 cd/m2. They emit in green colour with EL centred at ~530 nm (inset
Figure 5.3a). This corresponds to a current efficiency of 14 cd/A and an EQE of 3.9%. Next,
the lifetimes of these PeLEDs are quantified by continuously measuring the current density
and luminance of them at 4 V, 5 V and 6 V bias. The 4 V and 5 V range were chosen to reflect
the luminance levels relevant for display (300-1000 cd/m2) and signage applications (>2000
cd/m2), and 6 V was chosen to expedite the degradation. Biasing at further higher voltages
lead to catastrophic failure of the PeLEDs.
The resulting current density and luminance data is plotted against time as shown
in Figure 5.3b. In all three bias conditions, the current density decreases by ~40% in the first
10 s, followed by a rapid decrease with time. In parallel, the luminance increases by ~80%
in the first few seconds reaching peak intensities at 4 s, 7 s and 10 s at 6 V, 5 V and 4 V bias,
respectively. After this, the luminance falls drastically to <10% of its initial value at the end
of 5 min bias. From this data the peak LT50 (with respect to peak luminance, not initial
luminance) is estimated to be 46 s, 22 s and 12 s at 4 V, 5 V and 6 V, respectively. This is a
rather poor lifetime for any light-emitting material, but common for perovskite-based lightemitters until now. The rise of luminance in the first few seconds could be attributed to the
filling up of non-radiative recombination trap sites by mobile ion in the perovskite, as
reported earlier.89,125 To confirm this, the steady-state PL of the MAPbBr3 layer coated on
top of Di-NPB was measured at an excitation intensity of 300 mW/cm2 (charge carrier
density of ~1022 cm-3 ) in a glovebox, as shown in Figure 5.3c. The PL rises exponentially in
the initial few seconds and later continuous to rise gradually. After 30 min of measurement,
the excitation source was switch off for 5 mins and again switched on to measure at the
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Figure 5.3: a) J-V-L curve of a typical state-of-the-art PeLED used in this study. b) Current
density (circles) and luminance (lines) vs. time of PeLEDs measured at various bias voltages
for 5 mins. c) Normalized PL intensity of the MAPbBr3 layer vs. time excited at 365 nm at an
excitation intensity of 300 mW/cm2. The excitation was switched off after 30 minutes (shown
as grey area), for 5 min before measuring again at the same spot and intensity. d) Current
density (thick lines) and luminance (thin lines) vs. time of PeLEDs measured at various bias
voltages (4, 5 and 6 V) for 5 mins, followed by >30 min rest (OFF-grey area) and continued
measurement.
same spot and intensity. Once again, the PL rises in the initial few seconds. This reversible
rise and drop in PL intensity indicates that the rise in initial PL is due to the trap filling
mechanism and the sample is stable under photo-excitation. Under electrical bias, similar
trap filling mechanism accompanied by an increase in initial EL can be expected. While the
PL changes were reversible with 5 mins rest after prolonged excitation (30 min), the drop
in luminance was irreversible even after resting the device for 30 min after 5 min of
continuous bias, as shown in Figure 5.3d. There is only a trivial recovery in the current
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densities and no recovery in luminance. This is indicative of a degradation process that
impedes the current injection after 5 mins of bias.

5.3.3. In-situ investigations
In order to understand the degradation mechanisms, in-situ imaging technique
were used. A standard PeLED was encapsulated with the barrier foil and loaded on to a
Leica INM 100 microscope. It was then biased at 5 V and the EL was recorded continuously
using an MC120HD camera. Similarly, the bright field (BF) and PL images of the PeLED
were also captured at regular intervals (during the biasing), albeit without the bias voltage.
The PL images were captured by exciting the samples using a UV lamp with a bandpass
filter at 405 nm. The BF, PL and EL microscope images of PeLED in pristine state and after
5 min bias is shown as a comparison in Figure 5.4a. From the BF, PL and EL images, it can
be seen that the pristine PeLED shows uniform texture and exhibits uniform PL and EL
emission typical of MAPbBr3, except for places with particle defects (indicated with white
arrows in Figure 5.4a). After two minutes into biasing, small dark spots start to appear in
the EL image, that grow in size as the bias time increases (refer Figure 5.4b). By analysing
the captured EL videos, it can be seen that the radial growth of the dark spots is intermittent
over time and not continuous. At the end of 5 min biasing, the average size of the circular
dark spots is measured to be ~70 µm (over an area of 500 × 500 µm2). Meanwhile, on an
average, the EL intensity reduces over the complete device area with time (refer Figure
5.4b). The BF images taken at the end of 5 min bias also show the formation of circular
features, as shown in Figure 5.4a. Remarkably, the formed circular features that appear as
dark spots in the EL image, does exhibit PL characteristic of MAPbBr3, as seen in PL images
of the biased PeLED. This phenomena of formation of circular spots that exhibit PL but no
EL can be rationalized by local delamination of one layer from another in the multi-layered
PeLED architecture. Such delamination would restrict the current injection locally and
cause a local loss in EL but would not per se affect the photoluminescent properties of the
MAPbBr3 film. Since the delamination is likely to occur at the weakest interface between
the various layers in the PeLED, it might be possible to peel off the delaminated layer.
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Figure 5.4: a) Microscopic images of a PeLED in bright field, PL (excited at 405 nm) and EL
modes taken at 0 s (top row) and after 5 min (bottom row) of biasing at 5 V. The scale bars
represent 100 µm. The white arrows point at a particle for tracking. The yellow ring tracks one
of the formed features after biasing. b) Microscopic images of a PeLED in PL mode capturing
the EL evolution over time at 5 V bias. c) Current density-voltage; d) luminance-voltage curves
of a PeLED as freshly prepared (black line), after 5 min bias (at 5 V) (blue line) and after
stripping and re-depositing the cathode (red line). Inset: Photo of the PeLED (at 5 V) taken after
the first JVL sweep and after the cathode re-deposition.
To check this prognosis, the barrier foil on top of the seemingly degraded biased
PeLED was carefully stripped off the substrate (refer experimental section). During this
peeling process the LiF/Al cathode layer readily peels off with the barrier foil, but the ETL
and the rest of the layers remain intact on the glass substrate. As mentioned before the
current density drops drastically at the end of 5 min bias and this could be due to cathode
impairment. Since the cathode peels off easily of a biased PeLED, it was decided to deposit
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a fresh LiF/Al cathode onto the degraded PeLED and validate the cathode impairment
prognosis. Figures 5.4c,d show the J-V-L curves of a single PeLED in pristine state (black
lines), after 5 V bias for 5 min (blue lines); and the J-V-L characteristics of the same device
with the re-deposited cathode (red lines), after stripping off the old cathode. The J-V-L curve
of the pristine PeLED is as expected and after 5 min biasing at 5 V the luminance and current
density fall to less <5% of their initial intensities. Remarkably though, the luminance of the
PeLED with the re-deposited cathode (after stripping the old cathode), is restored to
intensities similar to the pristine device. The restored EL emission appears spectrally
uniform over the entire device area albeit with a 5 nm EL blue shift compared to the pristine
device (inset Figure 5.4d). This could be related to the degradation and reduction of
perovskite grain size during the bias. The leakage current of the PeLED does increase from
~10-6 mA/cm2 to ~10-2 mA/cm2, after stripping and re-depositing the cathode suggesting
possible creation of pinholes during the peeling process. Crucially, the recovery of the
luminance intensities suggests that the cathode was indeed impaired when the PeLED was
biased. This explains the reduction of current densities and the dark spots in EL microscopic
images after biasing. Similar results were also obtained while repeating the experiment
with PeLEDs biased at 4 V and 6 V (not shown here).

5.3.4. MAPbBr3 degradation
To investigate the cause of the cathode impairment, cross-sectional SEM images of
a PeLED before and after biasing (at 5 V for 5 min) were captured using a FEI
QuantaFEG650 microscope, as shown in Figure 5.5a. In the pristine state, the PeLED has a
continuous, dense polycrystalline MAPbBr3 layer sandwiched in between the other layers.
However, the biased state image reveals the formation of cavities within the MAPbBr3 layer
at the interface with Di-NPB, as indicated by the yellow circles in Figure 5.5a. With these
results it is postulated that part of the MAPbBr3 film degrades under the influence of electric
bias.
Additionally, the ETL of a biased PeLED exposed after stripping off the cathode,
was subjected to topographic SEM imaging using a Zeiss Supra 55VP machine in secondary
electron (SE) and variable pressure secondary electron (VPSE) modes.
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Figure 5.5: a) Cross-sectional SEM images of a PeLED before and after biasing. The cavities
formed in biased device are highlighted with yellow circles. The scale bars represent 250 nm.
b) SEM surface images of a biased PeLED after peeling off the cathode taken using SE and VPSE
detectors. The scale bars represent 100 µm. c) XRD patterns of an encapsulated PeLED in
pristine and biased (5 V) conditions for various time durations (5, 10 and 15 min). The
magnified portions of the XRD spectra are shown below the main image.
Figure 5.5b shows the resulting SE and VPSE images. The SE image shows circular patterns
similar to the ones seen in the BF microscopic images of a biased PeLED, confirming that
the circular patterns are indeed related to changes at the cathode. The mild roughness
visible in the image is due to minor differences in the film thickness due to the peeling
process. However, these features are absent within the circular areas, which further
suggests delamination of the cathode in these areas. The image from the VPSE detector at
the same spot as SE image is also shown in Figure 5.5b. The VPSE detector can record
cathodoluminescence from the sample, i.e. the PL from the sample due to secondary
electron excitation from up to ~1 µm depth.129 The VPSE image shows circular areas that
have higher PL intensities than the rest of the film originating from the MAPbBr3, similar
to the PL microscopic image. This can be rationalized as a consequence of cathode
delamination.
Next, XRD patterns of the biased PeLEDs were collected to probe any structural
changes in the MAPbBr3 layer and identify any possible degradation compounds. PeLEDs
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used for these XRD measurements were first encapsulated with the barrier foil and then
biased at 5 V for 5, 10 and 15 mins. The resulting XRD patterns are shown in Figure 5.5c.
All the films exhibit XRD peaks characteristic of MAPbBr3 (at 15.0°, 30.0°, 33.6° and 35.6°)
along with an additional peak at 38.4° which can be ascribed to the (111) plane of Al
cathode.130 The broad diffraction pattern in the background comes from the barrier foil and
is trivial for this study. The magnified XRD patterns focussed on the (100) and (200)
MAPbBr3 peaks are also shown in Figure 5.5c. It clearly shows that there is a drop in the
intensities of 15.0° and 30.0° MAPbBr3 peaks as the bias timings increase from 0 to 15 min.
This suggests that the MAPbBr3 in the PeLED stack is gradually degrading when biased.
Moreover, the XRD patterns collected from biased PeLEDs after peeling off the cathode
under inert atmosphere shows the presence of small additional peaks that can be attributed
to PbBr2 (refer supplementary information of ref.138). The decrease in MAPbBr3 peaks and
the appearance of PbBr2 peaks confirms the degradation of the perovskite layer under bias.
It is also worth mentioning that this degradation causes local delamination of the cathode
due to additional gaseous degradation compounds (discussed below). The delamination of
the cathode impedes further current injection into the PeLED significantly. Thus, the electric
field induced degradation of the perovskite layer slows down drastically just after 5 mins
bias and any further bias would be unavailing.

5.3.5. Degradation compounds
To further investigate the degradation compounds, the stripped off Al cathode on
the barrier foil were subjected to SEM imaging. Figure 5.6a shows the resulting SEM images
of a pristine cathode (5.6a 1.) stripped off a pristine PeLED and a biased cathode stripped
off a PeLED biased at 5 V for 5 min (5.6a 2., 3.). The pristine cathode is composed of smooth
Al, except for the lines from the encapsulation foil. But, the biased cathode (5.6a 2.) shows
the presence of circular features, which were identified as local valleys by varying the focal
length of the SEM tool. Upon close inspection, concentric rings inside the valleys are
revealed (5.6a 2.), likely due to the intermittent growth of the spots, as mentioned earlier.
The central portion of the valley in the SEM image in Figure 5.6a 3. was subjected to EDX
analysis. The resulting EDX spectra along with the probed area is shown in Figure 5.6 b.
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The EDX profiling reveals that the darker regions inside valleys are composed of pure Al,
whereas the lighter regions show the presence of both Al and Pb. The C and O signals in
the EDX spectra are coming from the barrier foil. Similar SEM imaging and EDX profiling
were conducted on a PeLED fabricated with gold (Au) cathode

a)

c)

b)

d)

Figure 5.6: a) SEM images of the Al cathodes stripped off from a PeLED in 1. pristine state, 2.
biased state (scale bars - 200 µm) and 3. biased state at higher magnification (scale bar - 20
µm). b) The EDX spectra of the areas enclosed by the black box (Area 1) and red box (Area 2)
highlighted in the inset SEM image. The inset is a magnified portion of one of the valleys in the
stripped Al cathode. The scale bar represents 2.5 µm. c) SEM images of the Au cathode stripped
off from a PeLED in 2. biased state (scale bar - 200 µm) and 3. biased state at higher
magnification (scale bar - 10 µm) and d) its EDX spectra with similar specs.
in place of LiF/Al cathode, the results of which are shown in Figure 5.6b, d. It also shows
the presence of circular features in the stripped off biased Au cathode. EDX profiling of this
Au cathode reveals the presence of bromide inside the valleys (refer Figure 5.6d). From
these data, it is reasonably assumed that the lighter regions in the valleys of the Al cathode
also contain bromide in them but are untraceable due to the overlapping EDX spectra of Al
and Br atoms.
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From these findings, it is possible to predict the degradation compounds. It is
proposed that when a PeLED is biased, the MAPbBr3 film readily decomposes to form
methylamine (CH3NH2), PbBr2 and H+ and Br- ions. The H+ and Br- ions would then react
to form hydrogen bromide.131 The proposed reaction mechanism is given below.

[CH3NH3PbBr3]n → [CH3NH3PbBr3]n-1 + CH3NH2 (g) + PbBr2 + HBr (g)
Since the boiling points of methylamine and hydrogen bromide are at -66 °C and -6 °C,
respectively, they will exist as gases at room temperature.132,133 These gases can then rise
through the ETL and cause the delamination of the cathode.

5.3.6. Joule Heating
Before deriving final conclusions, it is important to investigate the impact of Joule
heating, which has been proposed as a major cause of degradation in PeLEDs.89,119,134 Thus,
it was decided to record the evolution of the device temperature under operating conditions
using two different techniques. Firstly, the time evolution of the PeLED temperature was
recorded using a thermocouple (V-MOLE thermal profiler; sampling rate -2 Hz) attached
to the cathode surface while biasing the device at different bias voltages (4 V, 5V or 6 V) for
5 minutes, as shown in Figure 5.7a. It shows that the PeLED temperatures at the cathode
surface start rising rapidly and after ~15 s into the biasing, it reaches its maximum of 28 ˚C,
35 ˚C and 48 ˚C at 4 V, 5 V and 6 V bias, respectively. It then gradually falls back to room
temperature. Since these measurements only reflect the surface temperatures of the
cathode, infrared thermographic images of the PeLEDs were also recorded (using FLIR E5
camera) through the glass/ITO substrate under similar conditions to probe the
temperatures inside the PeLED. Figure 5.7b shows the maximum infrared thermographic
temperature values recorded. The temperatures were 30 ˚C, 38 ˚C and 58 ˚C for 4 V, 5 V and
6 V bias, respectively after ~15 s into the bias, rather similar to the thermocouple
measurements.
Previous reports have observed thermal decomposition of MAPbBr3 starting at 130
˚C.135 When encapsulated PeLEDs used in this work were subjected to thermal annealing
on a hot plate at various temperatures for 10 minutes, thermal decomposition becomes
visible only at around 180 ˚C, as shown in the BF and PL microscopic images in Figure 5.7c.
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The PeLEDs used in this study show a maximum surface temperature of ~59 ˚C during 6 V
bias, which is still significantly lower than the thermal degradation temperature of 180 ˚C
observed here and the 130 ˚C proposed previously. In this case, it is unlikely that the
perovskite layer will get sufficiently hot to induce detrimental thermal degradation under
bias. Thus, it is proposed that Joule Heating is unlikely to be the major cause of degradation
in PeLEDs containing organic cations, but it could likely accelerate the overall degradation
process.

a)

b)

c)

Figure 5.7: a) Temperature vs. time of PeLEDs measured using a thermocouple probe attached
to the cathode at various bias voltages. b) Infrared thermographic images of PeLEDs showing
the maximum recorded temperature under various bias voltages. c) BF, PL and EL microscopic
images of different encapsulated PeLEDs captured after annealing them on a hot plate for 10
min at different temperatures. The scale bars represent 200 µm.
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Taking all the data together, the degradation mechanism is proposed as follows.
When a PeLED with an organic cation-based perovskite such as MAPbBr3 is biased
continuously, there is an initial rise in luminance due to trap sites filling. This is then quickly
followed by a rapid decrease in the current density and luminance to insignificant values
in less than 5 min. This degradation is driven by the decomposition of the
methylammonium cation, leading to the formation of methylamine, lead (II) bromide and
hydrogen bromide. The formation of the gaseous methylamine and hydrogen bromide
increases the pressure inside the device and leads to local delamination of the cathode off
the ETL. The formation of PbBr2 would further contribute to the quenching of luminance
and deterioration of the cathode by virtue of ion migration and redox reactions as reported
earlier.[139,140] This explains the origin of dark spots on the PeLED’s EL. The dark spot’s
growth eventually stalls due to the decrease in the bias current as a consequence of cathode
delamination, thereby reducing the rate of degradation. Any perovskite with
methylammonium cation is expected to degrade in a similar fashion, at least in part, under
forward bias. This degradation occurs only in the presence of electric field, similar to that
reported for MAPI perovskite earlier.136

a)

b)

Figure 5.8: a) Current density and luminance vs. time of a PeLED with CsPbBr3 as the emitting
perovskite. The bias was switched off after ~3.5 min, for ~30 min and continued again. b) The
BF image of a CsPbBr3 PeLED after 10 min bias at 6 V. The scale bar represents 200 µm.
The fact that inorganic cation containing perovskites such as CsPbBr3 do not show any
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irreversible luminance loss or any degradation features (refer Figure5.8), indirectly
supports the proposed degradation mechanism for PeLEDs with an organic cation.

5.5. Conclusions
In this chapter, the degradation mechanisms behind MAPbBr3 PeLEDs under
relevant operational conditions were investigated. The observed drop in current density
and luminance during bias is due to the decomposition of methylammonium cation,
leading to the formation of gaseous methylamine and hydrogen bromide. These gases then
delaminate the cathode off the PeLED, which impedes current injection into the device. The
delaminated spots appear as dark spots in the EL image. Remarkably, the luminance and
current densities of the seemingly degraded devices can be largely recovered by stripping
and re-depositing a fresh cathode which will eventually go through the same cycle of
degradation. Joule heating seems to have a negligible impact on the degradation process at
the current densities relevant for LED applications but is likely to accelerate the degradation
process. The different microscopic investigations, electrical characterizations and XRD
results support the proposed degradation mechanisms. This degradation mechanism seems
to be relevant for any perovskite containing methylammonium organic cation under
forward electrical bias. By substituting the methylammonium cation in the MAPbBr3
perovskite with an inorganic cation such as cesium, PeLEDs with significantly improved
operational lifetime can be fabricated. Thus, further research should focus on moving
towards more stable inorganic perovskite materials such as CsPbBr3 for light-emitting
applications.
Meanwhile, it is also revealed that MAPbBr3 perovskite film formation and its
characteristics can get deteriorated when exposed to water due to water catalysis but
remains unaffected in the presence of oxygen. Thus, rigorous encapsulation protocol is
required for ensuring long term stability of PeLEDs.
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6.1. General Conclusions
With the advent of modern technologies came the need for energy efficient lightemitting materials and flat-panel displays technologies. As mentioned in Chapter 1, such
display materials are also expected to emit with a high colour purity and take flexible form
factors. In Chapter 2, the emerging class of perovskite-based light-emitting materials are
introduced that have the potential to meet the stringent requirements of next-generation
light-emitting devices. They have excellent semiconducting properties, can be easily
solution processed to emit a wide variety of colours with high purity and are predicted to
be affordable. In just 4 years PeLEDs with impressive performance and emission colours
across the visible spectrum have been reported. Understating the physics behind PeLEDs
and developing novel methods to enhance its performance are the main goals of this thesis.
Like any other new technology, there are several technical shortcomings in
PeLEDs that still need to be addressed. In Chapter 3 some of these challenges are addressed
and efficient MAPbBr3 based PeLEDs are demonstrated. The importance of introducing
suitable charge transport layers and optimizing perovskite layer morphology are
highlighted. In fact, without a suitable HTL, the PeLEDs tend to be inefficient as most of
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the excitons in them get quenched at the MAPbBr3-HIL interface. Here, Di-NPB and
BmPyPhB are introduced as HTL and ETL, respectively in the PeLED stack. This enables
confinement of injected charges within the MAPbBr3 layer. Additionally, the PeLED
performance is significantly enhanced by optimizing the perovskite layer deposition
protocol. By adding an optimum excess of MABr into the precursor solution (MABr:PbBr2
in 2:1 ratio) and by tuning the precursor solution concentration, smooth and thin perovskite
layer (80 nm) composed of tiny crystallites are synthesized. This combined strategy leads
to the fabrication of MAPbBr3 PeLEDs with a luminance of ~17,000 cd/m2 and current
efficiency of ~16 cd/A.
In Chapter 4 the challenges in fabricating practically relevant large-area PeLEDs
are addressed. Current perovskite thin-film synthesis techniques involve the use of an antisolvent flushing step which is not compatible with industrially relevant techniques such as
roll-to-roll printing. For this reason, a novel gas-assisted crystallization technique referred
to as gas-quenching is developed for coating MAPbBr3 thin films. After solution depositing
a wet layer of MAPbBr3 precursor, rapid crystallization can be induced by simply flushing
the wet layer with N2 gas flow. In order to form MAPbBr3 thin films with smooth and dense
tiny crystallites, the N2 gas flow must be initiated immediately after the wet layer deposition
at a high gas inlet pressure. Crucially, the scalability of the gas-quenching technique is
demonstrated by combining it with industrially relevant slot-die coating technique for
depositing large area perovskite thin-films. MAPbBr3 films are slot-die coated and gas
quenched using a N2 air knife on a 231 cm2 substrate with nine PeLEDs each with an active
of 4.46 cm2. These large area PeLEDs, demonstrated for the first-time, exhibit a peak
luminance and current efficiency of 550 cd/m2 and 2.6 cd/A, respectively. Strategies to
further improve the performance of the large area devices are also discussed in Chapter 4.
Although PeLEDs are promising in many ways, they have poor operational
lifetimes which is currently limiting their practical use. Strategies to improve their lifetimes
must be researched, but this has remained elusive mainly due to the lack of understanding
of the degradation mechanisms in PeLEDs. By investigating efficient MAPbBr3 based
PeLEDs using in-situ techniques, the degradation mechanisms governing them are
revealed in Chapter 5. In-situ microscopic studies of electrically biased PeLEDs reveal the
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formation of circular features that appear as dark spots in EL images but are yet
photoluminescent. Interestingly, it is possible to restore EL in these dark spots by simply
stripping off the old cathode and replacing with a fresh one. By further probing the
degraded PeLEDs, it is revealed that major cause of degradation is due to the
decomposition
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cation
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MAPbBr3

layer.
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methylammonium cation decomposes into gaseous methylamine and hydrogen bromide
under bias. These gases then delaminate the cathode impeding charge injection.
Fortunately, it is possible to overcome this by replacing the methylammonium cation in the
MAPbBr3 with inorganic cesium. This improves the lifetime of the PeLED significantly.
Furthermore, the need for protecting PeLEDs from moisture is also outlined.
The results and knowledge disseminated in this thesis would contribute to the
betterment of this novel and appealing light emitting technology.

6.2. Outlook
In general, the prospects of light-emitting perovskites look bright. Unmatched
advantages in terms of emission colour purity and low cost of the materials make them
particularly attractive. The efficiencies of PeLEDs have steadily increased and now the EQE
exceeds 20%, which is a remarkable progress in just five years. These achievements
highlight the potential of perovskite light emitting diodes.
However, in order to be practically relevant, PeLEDs will need to exhibit higher
stability and operational lifetimes. This can be achieved by focussing on fundamental
research to uncover the precise operating mechanisms in these devices. A firm grasp of the
perovskite structure and its relationship to the optoelectronic properties would lead to
better synthesis strategies. Use of additives to synthesize stable 2D perovskites and
nanoparticles are alternative strategies to improve PeLED’s stability and operational
lifetimes and are becoming increasingly attractive. Future research should also focus on 2D
perovskites for light-emitting applications.
Finally, the toxicity of lead widely used in perovskites cannot be disregarded.
While recent calculations estimate that the absolute quantity of lead used in perovskitebased optoelectronics could be less than other toxic compounds already present in many
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consumer electronic devices, there are still concerns about occupational safety and safe
disposal at the end of product lifetime. Fortunately, lead-free perovskites are a possibility
and are being increasingly successfully demonstrated for photovoltaic applications. Such
research activities must also be extended to light-emitting perovskites. This will make lightemitting perovskites irrefutably attractive for light-emitting applications in the future.
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7. RESUMEN EN CASTELLANO

7.1. Introducción
Los dispositivos electrónicos modernos tales como televisores inteligentes,
ordenadores portátiles, tabletas y teléfonos móviles requieren del uso de pantallas planas.
Esto se logró en la última década usando pantallas de cristal líquido. Sin embargo, las
proyecciones futuras llevan a usar pantallas flexibles y ligeras, un desafío importante para
la

tecnología

convencional.

Esto

ha

impulsado

el

desarrollo

de

materiales

electroluminiscentes que son eficientes y tienen un contraste excelente. Como resultado de
ello, nacieron los diodos orgánicos de emisión de luz (OLEDs), que han conseguido
instalarse en el mercado. Sin embargo, esta tecnología es aún cara debido a la baja
rentabilidad del proceso de fabricación de estos diodos. Es por ello que para la siguiente
generación de paneles de pantalla plana y demás tecnologías de iluminación es muy
importante poder disponer de materiales emisores que sean baratos, y que cuenten con una
alta pureza de color.
En esta tesis se estudian los diodos de emisión de luz (LEDs) basados en
semiconductores de perovskitas. Estos LEDs se denominan diodos de emisión de luz de
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perovskita (PeLEDs). Aunque en la última década se ha logrado un progreso destacable en
el campo de la fotovoltaica basada en materiales de perovskita, los PeLEDs todavía se
encuentran en su fase inicial de desarrollo. Aún no se han llevado a cabo investigaciones
exhaustivas sobre materiales y optimización de dispositivos, ni estudios fundamentales
sobre el funcionamiento de los PeLEDs. Los siguientes capítulos se centrarán en abordar
algunos de estos aspectos para contribuir a la mejora de las propiedades de los PeLEDs.

7.1.1. Perovskitas de Halogenuros Metálicos
El nombre de este material viene de su estructura de cristal tipo ABX3, una
estructura perovskita. En un cristal tipo ABX3 (Figura 2.1), el sitio A es para un catión
monovalente, el sitio B es para un catión de metal de transición divalente, y el sitio X es
para un ion halogenuro. Aquí, cada célula unitaria está compuesta por octaedros BX6 que
comparten esquinas, junto con un catión A. Los cationes más utilizados en el sitio A son el
metilamonio (MA), formamidinio (FA), o cesio (Cs). Los cationes comúnmente utilizados
en el sitio B son el Pb2+ y el Sn2+. El sitio X es reservado para los halogenuros (es decir, F−,
Cl−, Br−, I−). En esta tesis nos enfocaremos en perovskitas de bromuro de metilamonio y
plomo (MAPbBr3). Algunas propiedades clave de las perovskitas que las hacen atractivas
para aplicaciones de iluminación y de pantallas son:
o

Poseen un band-gap (ancho de banda) directo

o

Cargas con altas movilidades

o

Posibilidad de ajustar el de ancho de banda
El ancho de banda de las perovskitas puede ser fácilmente ajustado
intercambiando los átomos de haluro (Figura 2.2)

o

Emisión de color de alta pureza (Figure 2.3)
Los emisores de perovskita cuentan con una emisión excepcionalmente estrecha
con una anchura a media altura (FWHM) de menos de 20 nm (Figura 2.3).

o
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7.2. Metodología
En un PeLED, la capa de perovskita que emite luz se encuentra intercalada entre
dos electrodos (ánodo y cátodo) junto con capas de transporte de cargas. Cuando los
electrones y huecos (cargas) se encuentran y recombinan en las capas de perovskita, los
fotones correspondientes al ancho de banda del semiconductor son emitidos.

7.2.1. Arquitectura y fabricación de PeLEDs
Los PeLEDs utilizados en esta tesis cuentan con una arquitectura ‘p-i-n’, donde ‘p’
y ‘n’ representan las capas de inyección de huecos y electrones respectivamente, mientras
que ‘i’ representa la capa de perovskita. Las capas de transporte o inyección son ubicadas
adyacentes a los electrodos, una de las cuales es transparente, y la perovskita MAPbBr3 se
ubica en el centro. La arquitectura PeLED completa utilizada en esta tesis se muestra en la
Figura 2.6. Aquí, una capa de óxido de indio y estaño (ITO) actúa como el ánodo. Se usa
PEDOT:PSS como capa de inyección de huecos (HIL). La capa de transporte de huecos
(HTL) consiste en una pequeña molécula, Di-NPB, y la capa de transporte de electrones
(ETL) utiliza BmPyPhB. Luego, una capa ultra fina de fluoruro de litio (LiF) junto con una
capa de aluminio actúan como cátodo.
En este trabajo, la HIL, la HTL, y las capas de perovskita en el PeLED son
fabricadas utilizando la técnica de “spin-coating”. La ETL, LiF, y el cátodo, se evaporar. La
capa de perovskita es la más crucial, y existen varios métodos para fabricar capas finas de
perovskita, como el spin-coating, “blade-coating”, o sublimación al vacío. Sin embargo, la
deposición de disoluciones es una de las ventajas principales de los materiales de
perovskita, y por lo tanto utilizamos spin-coating para fabricar capas finas de perovskita en
esta tesis. Los métodos de spin-coating se dividen en dos métodos diferentes:

Spin-coating de un-paso basado en anti-solventes
En este procedimiento, los materiales precursores (bromuro de metilamonio y
bromuro de plomo) se disuelven en un solvente DMSO, y se lleva a cabo el spin-coating
directamente sobre el substrato (Figura 2.7a). Luego, un ‘anti-solvente’ (clorobenceno) se
agrega sobre la capa húmeda de perovskita mientras el sustrato gira para expulsar el exceso
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de solvente (DMSO), e inducir a una cristalización rápida. La cristalización de la perovskita
depende de las condiciones de centrifugado, y puede llevar a diferentes morfologías que
determinarán el desempeño del dispositivo.

Spin-coating de un-paso asistido con gas
Este proceso es similar al anterior, excepto que el paso de agregar anti-solvente es
reemplazado por un paso de “gas-quenching” (Figura 2.7b). En dicho paso se induce una
cristalización rápida forzando un flujo de gas de nitrógeno hacia el substrato. La ventaja
principal del método de gas-quenching es su capacidad de ser utilizado en grandes áreas
con facilidad.
Además, un paso adicional de “annealing” es utilizado para eliminar cualquier residuo de
solvente, completando así la síntesis de la perovskita.

7.2.2. Principios y Caracterizaciones de Funcionamiento de los PeLEDs
La electroluminiscencia es la consecuencia de la inyección y recombinación de
cargas (electrones y huecos) en un material semiconductor. Tras la aplicación de un campo
eléctrico externo, en la dirección polarizada de avance, el potencial incorporado se reduce
(Figura 2.8b), y los niveles de energía Fermi en el PeLED se desplazan. Esto conlleva a la
inyección de electrones y huecos, los cuales se recombinan radiativamente en la capa de
perovskita para producir luz. Los PeLEDs se caracterizan midiendo y calculando las
siguientes métricas:
o

Densidad de corriente / voltaje / luminancia (J-V-L)
La densidad de corriente se mide en mA/cm2 y la luminancia en cd/m2 a un cierto
voltaje aplicado (V).

o

Espectros de electroluminiscencia (EL)
Medida del espectro y color de emisión del PeLED.

o

Eficiencias
La eficiencia es calculada en cd/A. La eficiencia eléctrica en lm/W. Usando el J-V-L

y el espectro de electroluminiscencia, la eficiencia cuántica externa (EQE) (medida del
número de fotones emitidos por cada electrón inyectado) se calcula en %.
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7.2.3. Objetivo de la tesis
Esta tesis se enfoca en desarrollar nuevos materiales, arquitecturas de dispositivos
y metodologías de fabricación, todo ello basado en perovskitas, para aplicaciones de
emisión de luz eficiente. En la sección 7.3 se investiga la relación entre la composición,
morfología y estructura de las capas de perovskita y sus dispositivos. También se
introducen capas nuevas de transporte de cargas en la arquitectura de dispositivos. En la
sección 7.4 se introduce un nuevo método para controlar el crecimiento de las capas de
perovskita, y se investigan el impacto de dicho crecimiento sobre las capas de perovskita,
y sus propiedades de dispositivo. También se reportan PeLEDs de gran área fabricados
usando esta metodología. En la sección 7.5 se investiga el proceso fundamental que rige el
funcionamiento de los PeLEDs. Los principales mecanismos de degradación de los PeLEDs
son estudiados usando una amplia gama de técnicas experimentales.

7.3. PeLEDs brillantes usando capas de transporte basadas moléculas
pequeñas
7.3.1. Introducción
Desde el reporte del primer PeLED funcional en el año 2014, la mayoría de los
PeLEDs reportados han tenido una EQE muy baja (de menos del 1%), y valores de brillo
bajos (menos de 1000 cd/m2). Cuando los electrones y huecos son inyectados en un PeLED,
estos viajan a la capa emisora de perovskita, y forman una partícula compuesta conocida
como excitón, debido a las fuerzas de Coulomb. Estos excitones generan fotones por medio
de la recombinación radiativa de la carga, o se suprimen de forma no-radiativa en un
proceso llamado “quenching”, o extinción. En el 2015 se identificó que la baja eficiencia de
los PeLEDs se debe a la extinción de excitones en la lámina de perovskita. La extinción de
los excitones inevitablemente reduce la eficiencia del PeLED. También se sugirió que los
excitones en la lámina de MAPbBr3 podrían ser extintos en la interfase con el PEDOT:PSS,
material que se usa extensivamente en los PeLEDs. Además, actualmente hay una profunda
falta de entendimiento sobre el desempeño de un dispositivo PeLED con respecto al grosor,
composición y morfología de la capa de MAPbBr3. Por lo tanto, existe una necesidad de
entender el impacto de las propiedades de la lámina de perovskita sobre el desempeño del
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dispositivo. También es muy deseable encontrar métodos para suprimir la extinción de
excitones en la interface con la HIL. En este capítulo se fabrican PeLEDs eficientes:
o

Optimizando el protocolo de deposición de la lámina de MAPbBr3

o

Introduciendo capas de transporte de moléculas pequeñas

7.3.2. Metodología
Los precursores de perovskita MABr y PbBr2 fueron pesados en proporciones
molares de 1:1, 1,5:1, 2:1, 2,5:1 y 3:1, y fueron disueltos en DMSO en concentraciones
molares totales de 0,8 M, 1 M y 1,53 M. Antes de ser utilizadas, las disoluciones se mezclaron
usando un agitador magnético a 40°C, durante toda la noche.

Fabricación del PeLED
Substratos de vidrio con ITO fueron lavados con jabón y agua desionizada en un
baño ultrasónico, y luego en un baño megasónico. Los substratos luego fueron tratados con
plasma de O2 durante 3 minutos para mejorar el revestimiento de la HIL. Luego se le hizo
spin-coating al PEDOT:PSS, a 1.800 rpm, y se calentó a 130°C durante 15 minutos,
resultando en una capa de 50 nm. El Di-NPB se disolvió en tolueno a 6 mg/ml, y se depositó
en los substratos por medio de spin-coating a 1.100 rpm en una caja de guantes. Luego se
calentó a 110°C durante 15 minutos, resultando en una capa de ~30 nm. Esta HTL luego fue
tratada con plasma de N2 durante 30 s (segundos) . Las láminas de perovskita fueron
depositadas en la HTL a partir de 100 µL de las soluciones de precursor aplicando spincoating a 5.000 rpm usando la técnica de anti-solvente descrita en la sección anterior.
Mientras continuaba el centrifugado, después de 25 s se añadieron 140 µL de anti-solvente
(clorobenceno) sobre las láminas para inducir una cristalización uniforme. Las láminas
fueron calentadas a 80°C durante 2 minutos. Luego, los substratos fueron transferidos a un
evaporador termal donde secuencialmente se depositaron BmPyPhB (30 nm), fluoruro de
litio (1 nm) y aluminio (100 nm), a través de una máscara de sombra a una presión de vacío
de <1 × 10-6 mbares. Cada substrato (3 por 3 cm2) consiste en 4 PeLEDs con un área activa
de 16 mm2 cada uno. Luego se caracterizaron los PeLEDs como se explica en la sección
anterior.
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7.3.3. Resultados y discusión
Varios PeLEDs se fabricaron y caracterizaron usando diferentes capas de MAPbBr3
en la arquitectura y caracterización de dispositivo ya explicadas. Se investigó la luminancia
máxima y las eficiencias máximas de corriente de los PeLEDs, fabricados con proporciones
de precursor diferentes, y grosores de capa de MAPbBr3 diferentes (Figura 3.5). Incrementar
la proporción de MABr:PbBr2 de 1:1 a 2:1 resulta en, por lo menos, dos órdenes de magnitud
de luminancia máxima, y mejoras máximas en eficiencia de corriente, que llegan a los
>15.000 cd/m2 y ~14 cd/A, respectivamente. El mejor dispositivo fabricado usando la
proporción de precursor 2:1 de MABr:PbBr2 exhibió una luminancia máxima, y una
eficiencia de corriente máxima, de 17.600 cd/m2 (a 7 V) y 16,4 cd/A (a 6,4 V), respectivamente
(Figura 3.6). Para este dispositivo se calculó que la eficiencia máxima, y que la EQE máxima,
fueron de 8,4 lm/W y un 3,9%, respectivamente. El espectro de electroluminiscencia (EL)
está centrado en ~530 nm con un FWHM de ~20 nm. En cuanto al grosor de la lámina de
MAPbBr3, tanto la luminancia máxima como las eficiencias máximas de corriente se
incrementaron drásticamente, a medida que el grosor se reduce de 350 ± 20 nm a 160 ± 10
nm, y de ahí a 80 ± 5 nm, indicando que una capa más delgada es preferible para un mejor
desempeño del dispositivo. En una perovskita típica en 3D, densidades altas de trap states,
y longitudes largas de difusión, dan lugar a tasas de recombinación no-radiativa más altas
en capas gruesas (>300 nm), lo cual puede reducir las eficiencias de emisión. En contraste,
una capa fina tiene mayor probabilidad de tener menos densidades espaciales de estado de
atrapado. Esto explica el rendimiento mejorado de los PeLEDs con capas de MAPbBr3 más
delgadas. Los datos del análisis XRD indican que todas las láminas de MAPbBr3 tienen fase
cúbica estable, y no se observaron variaciones en las estructuras cristalinas. Se revela que
un incremento en la proporción del precursor de MABr incrementa el FWHM de los (100)
límites, indicando una reducción en el tamaño del cristalito del MAPbBr3 (Figura 3.7).
Además, reducir el grosor de la capa de MAPbBr3 de 350 ± 20 nm a 80 ± 5 nm, incrementa
el FWHM de los (100) límites. Por lo tanto, estos dos métodos representan rutas sintéticas
simples para preparar capas finas de perovskita con cristalitos diminutos. A partir del
escaneo de AFM puede verse que las capas hechas de MABr:PbBr2 con proporción de
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precursor de 2:1 tienden a formar capas lisas con cristalitos diminutos, mientras que las
capas hechas con proporciones de precursor de 2,5:1 y 3:1 tienden a aglomerarse en granos
más grandes, creando agujeros e incrementando la rugosidad de la superficie. Estas
diferencias en morfologías impactan directamente en el rendimiento del dispositivo PeLED.
Claramente, la lámina más lisa resultará en el PeLED más eficiente (proporción de
precursor de 2:1, y 80 nm).

7.3.4. Conclusiones
Se mejoró significativamente la eficiencia de los PeLEDs basados en perovskita
MAPbBr3 introduciendo nuevas capas de transporte basadas en moléculas pequeñas, y
optimizando el protocolo de deposición de perovskita. La capa de Di-NPB elimina la
extinción de excitones en la interfase con el PEDOT:PSS. Adicionalmente, al añadir un
exceso de MABr en la solución de precursor, y reduciendo el grosor de la capa emisora de
perovskita, se puede reducir fácilmente el tamaño de la cristalita. Una cantidad óptima de
exceso de MABr también conlleva a la formación de láminas de MAPbBr3 con una
morfología de superficie lisa. Estas estrategias mejoran la electroluminiscencia del PeLED
en virtud de su recombinación radiativa bi-molecularoptimizada.

7.4. PeLEDs de área grande por medio de cristalización asistida con
gas
7.4.1. Introducción
La mayoría de PeLEDs reportados hasta ahora han sido fabricados usando la
técnica de “spin-coating” basada en anti-solventes, y requiere el uso de un goteo sacrificial
de anti-solvente. Por desgracia, tanto el spin-coating como el uso de goteo de anti-solvente
no son compatibles con técnicas de recubrimiento de área grande, y por lo tanto no son
escalables para substratos de área grande. Siendo así, existe una necesidad de encontrar
una solución alternativa, una técnica procesable de deposición de perovskita que sea
escalable a áreas grandes, sin comprometer significativamente el desempeño del
dispositivo PeLED. Aquí se propone la técnica de “gas-quenching” como técnica alternativa
de cristalización rápida, la cual no requiere del uso de un anti-solvente. Al combinar el gas-
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quenching con el recubrimiento tipo “slot-die coating”, las capas finas de perovskita
pueden ser extendidas sobre áreas grandes.

7.4.2. Metodología
Los PeLEDs usados en esta sección consisten en capas de ITO/ PEDOT:PSS/ DiNPB/ MAPbBr3/ BmPyPhB/ LiF/ Al, y fueron fabricados de forma similar a los protocolos
explicados en la sección 7.3.2, excepto que las láminas de MAPbBr3 fueron recubiertas
usando la técnica de gas-quenching, como se explica a continuación. Una solución de
precursores MAPbBr3 de 0,8 M (proporción de 2:1) fue depositada por medio de spincoating sobre la HTL. La velocidad de centrifugado se estableció inicialmente a 1.000 rpm,
y luego se aumentó a 5.000 rpm para formar una capa de precursor bien definida. En esta
etapa se introduce un tiempo de espera variable (t) que va desde 0 a 35 s, durante el cual se
deja girando la capa, sin obstrucciones, a 5.000 rpm. Después de que se haya completado el
tiempo de espera, una pistola de N2 sostenida a 3 cm sobre el substrato en centrifugado, se
utiliza para dirigir un flujo de gas dr N2 hacia el sustrato durante 30 s. La presión de entrada
de la pistola de N2 varía entre un rango de 2, 4 o 6 bares.
Los substratos de área grande (15.2 ×15.2 cm2) fueron recubiertos usando slot-die
coating. Una solución de precursor MAPbBr3 de 0,27 M fue aplicada con slot-die coating
sobre la HTL tratada con el plasma de N2. La velocidad del slot-die coating, y la tasa de
flujo de disolución fueron ajustadas para lograr el grosor deseado para la capa de MAPbBr3.
Inmediatamente después de que se finalizara el recubrimiento se inició el proceso de gasquenching utilizando una pistola de aire de 15 cm de largo sostenida a 3 cm por encima del
substrato, a una presión de entrada de gas de 6 bares (Figura 4.1). El resto del proceso fue
similar al descrito en la sección 7.3.2.

7.4.3. Resultados y Discusión
Primero, usamos spin-coating sobre substratos de área pequeña para investigar el
impacto de parámetros clave de procesamiento de gas-quenching sobre las propiedades
físicas y ópticas de las capas de perovskita. El grosor de las capas resultantes de MAPbBr3
varía dependiendo de los tiempos de espera. En promedio, el grosor incrementa de ~120
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nm a ~180 nm a medida que el tiempo de espera se incrementa de 0 s a 35 s. El impacto de
la presión de gas sobre el grosor de la lámina es trivial. Todas las láminas, sin importar las
presiones de gas y los tiempos de espera, exhiben un claro límite de banda de absorción a
~540 nm, y con PL centrado a ~530 nm (Figura 4.3). Sin embargo, la calidad de las capas
resultantes es variable. Aunque las capas hechas con una presión de gas de 4 bares y 6 bares
claramente exhiben un límite de absorción excitónica a ~520 nm, las capas hechas con
presión de gas de 2 bares no exhiben ninguna característica así. Por lo tanto, durante el resto
de este estudio nos centramos en las capas hechas con una presión de gas de 6 bares. Los
escaneos de AFM muestran que para tiempos de espera de entre 0 s y 20 s, la aspereza de
la superficie se incrementa gradualmente de 4,6 nm hasta 11 nm. A medida que incrementa
el tiempo de espera de 20 s a 35 s, la rugosidad de la superficie aumenta drásticamente de
~12 nm a ~44 nm. Basándonos en esto, se propone que el incremento en la aspereza de la
superficie es debido a la aglomeración de cristalitos de MAPbBr3 en granos con un tamaño
de µm. El análisis de XRD muestra que el FWHM de los (100) límites es bastante similar
para t entre 0 s y 25 s, indicando que los tamaños de cristalitos dentro de estas capas son
similares. Sin embargo, después de un tiempo de espera de 25 s, el FWHM gradualmente
se reduce, indicando que el tamaño de cristalitos en estas láminas se está incrementando
(Figura 4.5). Siendo así, para lograr producir capas lisas de MAPbBr3 con cristalitos
diminutas e uniformes, debe iniciarse el proceso de gas-quenching tan pronto como sea
posible después de la deposición de la capa de precursor. Luego, PeLEDs de área pequeña
(16 mm2) fueron fabricados basándose en las láminas anteriores de MAPbBr3 llevando a
cabo spin-coating en combinación con gas-quenching. Los PeLEDs hechos con un tiempo
de espera entre 0 s y 20 s muestran un mejor desempeño tanto en términos de luminancia
como eficiencias de corriente en comparación con aquellos con t >25 s. Los PeLEDs que
mejor rendimiento tuvieron fueron los que recibieron el gas-quenching inmediatamente
después de la formación de la capa– es decir, a t = 0 s. Estos dispositivos exhiben una
luminancia límite de 6.600 cd/m2 y una eficiencia de corriente máxima de 7 cd/A (Figura
4.6). A partir de los análisis de AFM, SEM y XRD se ha determinado que las láminas de
MAPbBr3 hechas con tiempos de espera de menos de 20 s mostraron cristalitos de
perovskita más pequeños, y una morfología lisa. Esto explica el rendimiento superior de
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los PeLEDs hechos con t < 20 s. En contraste, cuando se da un tiempo de espera de más de
25 s, la luminancia y eficiencias de corriente de los PeLEDs se reducen significativamente.
También existe una preferencia hacia una presión de gas mayor. Se propone que la presión
alta de gas conlleva a una evaporación rápida del solvente, lo cual a su vez acelera la tasa
de supersaturación, resultando en un crecimiento homogéneo de los cristalitos.
La técnica de gas-quenching es implementada luego sobre un sistemade slot-die,
para escalar la fabricación de PeLEDs a áreas grandes. Los substratos grandes fueron
procesador por slot-die coating con 100 nm de PEDOT:PSS y 60 nm de Di-NPB. Se ajustó el
grosor de todas las capas para que fuese mayor que el de los PeLEDs de área pequeña, para
evitar fugas de corriente en caso de contaminación. Luego, la capa de MAPbBr3 recibe el
proceso de slot-die coating a partir de una solución de precursor de 2:1 sobre la capa de DiNPB tratada con plasma de N2, e inmediatamente después recibe el proceso de gasquenching. La capa resultante de MAPbBr3 tuvo 200 nm de grosor, y el análisis XRD
confirma la formación de perovskita MAPbBr3 de fase cúbica. La luminancia máxima
promedio, y las eficiencias de corriente promedio, de los PeLEDs de área grande fueron de
500 cd/m2 y 2,4 cd/A, respectivamente. El espectro de electroluminiscencia está centrado en
~534 nm con emisión de color verde sobre todo el área activa (Figura 4.7). Esta es la primera
demostración de PeLEDs de área grande usando una técnica comercialmente viable.

7.4.4. Conclusiones
Una técnica procesable libre de anti-solventes llamada “gas-quenching” ha sido
desarrollada para escalar los PeLEDs basados en MAPbBr3 a áreas grandes. Las
caracterizaciones físicas, estructurales y morfológicas de estas capas revelan que, para
alcanzar capas de perovskita lisas y uniformes con cristalitos diminutos, el procedimiento
de gas-quenching necesita ser llevado a cabo inmediatamente después de la deposición de
la capa de precursor. Al utilizar esta estrategia se han fabricado PeLEDs de área pequeña
basados en MAPbBr3, con un brillo de 6.600 cd/m2 y una eficiencia de corriente de 7,0 cd/A.
Además, esta técnica ha sido escalada para fabricar PeLEDs de área grande utilizando la
técnica de “slot-die coating”. Estos PeLEDs exhiben un EL espacialmente uniforme, con un
límite promedio de luminancia de 500 cd/m2, y una eficiencia de corriente límite de 2,4 cd/A.
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Este trabajo acerca la posibilidad a fabricar PeLEDs de área grande a escala industrial.

7.5. Mecanismos de degradación en los PeLEDs
7.5.1. Introducción
A pesar de haberse alcanzado logros importantes en esta área, los PeLEDs cuentan
con vidas útiles relativamente pobres. La vida útil de un LED se evaluamidiendo el tiempo
que tarda la luminancia de un dispositivo en caer a menos del 50% (LT50) de su luminancia
inicial. El LT50 de los PeLEDs va desde pocos minutos hasta pocas horas, dependiendo de
las condiciones experimentales. Es por ello que investigar los mecanismos de degradación
en los PeLEDs es un tema de crucial importancia. Los mecanismos de degradación en un
PeLED pueden ser clasificados en dos tipos: 1) Estabilidad ambiental. 2) Estabilidad
intrínseca del dispositivo. La estabilidad ambiental está relacionada con el impacto de las
condiciones ambientales como la presencia de oxígeno y humedad sobre la capa de
perovskita. La estabilidad intrínseca del dispositivo está relacionada con la vida útil
operacional de la capa de perovskita bajo condiciones operativas como polarización. En este
capítulo se investiga los mecanismos de degradación que gobiernan el MAPbBr3.

7.5.2. Metodología
Los PeLEDs utilizados en esta sección consisten en capas de ITO (130 nm)/
PEDOT:PSS (50 nm)/ Di-NPB (30 nm)/ MAPbBr3 (80 nm)/ BmPyPhB (30 nm)/ LiF (1 nm)/ Al
(100 nm), y fueron fabricados de forma similar a los protocolos explicados en la sección
7.3.2. Los detalles experimentales específicos se muestran en la sección de resultados.

7.5.3. Resultados y Discusión
Antes de investigar la vida útil y estabilidad intrínseca de los PeLEDs debe
determinarse si la capa de MAPbBr3 se degrada en presencia de oxígeno o agua, para excluir
cualquier efecto ambiental. Varios PeLEDs fueron fabricados por “spin-coating” dentro de
una caja de guantes llena de alguno de las siguientes: i) N2, ii) O2 (20% O2 y < 1% humedad
relativa), iii) O2 y agua (20% O2 y < 55% humedad relativa). Las curvas de J-V-L de estos
PeLEDs muestran que el rendimiento del PeLED estándar fabricado bajo un ambiente de
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N2 es como se esperaba. Las características de J-V-L de los PeLEDs fabricados bajo un
ambiente de O2 son similares a las de los PeLEDs fabricados bajo N2, lo cual indica que la
presencia de O2 no tiene efecto en el rendimiento del dispositivo. Sin embargo, los PeLEDs
fabricados en presencia de agua muestran una reducción significativa tanto en densidad de
corriente como en luminancia, y exhiben un EL no-uniforme (Figura 5.2). No obstante,
cuando el PeLED fue encapsulado usando una barrera de lámina basada en SiN, este no
mostró ningún signo de degradación. A partir de estos resultados se puede concluir que el
MAPbBr3 es extremadamente sensible a la presencia de la humedad. Las siguientes
investigaciones en este capítulo se llevaron a cabo en PeLEDs encapsulados.
Después, la vida útil de estos PeLEDs se cuantificó midiendo continuamente la
densidad de corriente y luminancia a un voltaje de 4 V, 5 V y 6 V, estudiando la variación
de esos dos valores con el tiempo. En todas las tres condiciones de voltaje, la densidad de
corriente se reduce en un ~40% en los primeros 10 s, siguiendo un rápido decrecimiento con
el tiempo. En paralelo, la luminancia se incrementa en un ~80% en los primeros segundos,
llegando a su intensidad límite a los 4 s, 7 s y 10 s, bajo un voltaje de 4 V, 5 V y 6 V,
respectivamente. Después de esto, la luminancia cae drásticamente a < 10% de su valor
inicial después de 5 min (Figura 5.3). A partir de estos resultados se estima que el LT50 es
de 46 s, 22 s y 12 s para 4 V, 5 V y 6 V, respectivamente. Para entender los mecanismos de
degradación se utilizaron técnicas de imagen in-situ. El PeLED estándar fue encapsulado y
se puso bajo el microscopio. Luego se polarizó a 5 V y el espectro de electroluminiscencia
se grabó usando una cámara. De la misma forma, las imágenes de campo brillante (BF) y
de PL del PeLED también fueron capturadas a intervalos regulares. A partir de las imágenes
de BF, PL y EL, puede verse que el PeLED muestra una textura uniforme, y exhibe una
emisión uniforme de PL y EL, típica de un MAPbBr3 (Figura 5.4).
Después de dos minutos de polarizar, pequeños puntos negros empezaron a
aparecer en la imagen del EL, los cuales crecen con el tiempo. Puede verse que el
crecimiento radial de los puntos negros es intermitente, no es continuo. Mientras tanto, la
intensidad del EL se reduce con el tiempo por todo el área del dispositivo. Los puntos que
aparecen negros en la imagen del EL muestran características de PL de MAPbBr3. Estos
fenómenos de formación de puntos circulares que exhiben PL pero no EL pueden ser
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racionalizados por la deslaminación local de una capa en la arquitectura de multi-capas del
PeLED. Para verificar esto, la lámina de encapsulación sobre el PeLED degradado se
desprendió cuidadosamente del substrato. Esto retira además el cátodo LiF/Al del
dispositivo. Siendo que el cátodo se desprende fácilmente, se decidió depositar un cátodo
LiF/Al fresco sobre el PeLED degradado. Sorprendentemente, la luminancia del PeLED
después de quitar y re-depositar el cátodo fue restaurada a intensidades similares a las del
dispositivo recién fabricado (Figura 5.4). La recuperación de la intensidad de luminancia
sugiere que el cátodo se deterioró cuando el PeLED se polarizó.
Para investigar la causa del deterioro del cátodo se capturaron imágenes
transversales SEM de un PeLED antes y después de polarizarlo (a 5 V durante 5 min). El
PeLED polarizado revela la formación de cavidades dentro de la capa de MAPbBr3 (Figura
5.5). Esto indica que parte de la capa de MAPbBr3 se degrada bajo la influencia de la
polarización eléctrica. El cátodo de Al desprendido también fue analizado en el SEM, y por
medio de EDX (Figure 5.6). Los espectros de EDX revelan la presencia de Pb y Br aparte del
Al en el cátodo desprendido. De estos datos se puede derivar que la metilamina gaseosa y
el bromuro de hidrógeno son los compuestos de degradación que son producidos por la
degradación electroquímica del catión de metilamonio bajo polarización. Estos gases son el
origen de la delaminación del cátodo. Además, las medidas de temperatura del PeLED bajo
polarización muestran que el dispositivo no se calienta a más de ~ 59 °C durante la
polarización. Por lo tanto, el “Joule heating” no puede ser la causa mayor de degradación
en los PeLEDs. Al sustituir el catión de metilamonio con cesio, la vida útil del PeLED puede
ser aumentada (Figura 5.8).

7.5.4. Conclusiones
En este capítulo estudiamos los mecanismos de degradación detrás de los PeLEDs
MAPbBr3 bajo condiciones operativas. La caída observada en densidad de corriente y
luminancia durante la polarización se debe a la descomposición electroquímica del catión
de metilamonio, llevando a la formación de metilamina y bromuro de hidrógeno gaseosos.
Estos gases luego deslaminan el cátodo del PeLED, lo cual impide la inyección de corriente
al dispositivo. Los lugares donde se produce esta delaminación aparecen como puntos
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negros en la imagen de EL. Sorprendentemente, la luminancia y densidades de corriente de
los dispositivos que parecen degradados pueden recuperarse en gran parte si se desprende
y re-deposita un cátodo fresco. El “Joule heating” parece tener un impacto insignificante en
el proceso de degradación para las densidades de corriente relevantes e aplicaciones LED.
Las diferentes investigaciones microscópicas, caracterizaciones eléctricas, y resultados de
XRD apoyan los mecanismos de degradación propuestos. Al sustituir el catión de
metilamonio en el perovskita MAPbBr3 por un catión inorgánico como cesio, se puede
fabricar un PeLED con una vida útil más larga.

7.6. Conclusiones Generales
Con la llegada de tecnologías modernas ha surgido la necesidad de materiales de
emisión de luz con bajo consumo de energía y tecnologías de pantalla plana. Como se
discutió en la sección 7.1, también se espera que los materiales utilizados para fabricar
pantallas emitan con una alta pureza de color, y puedan ser flexibles. En esta tesis se
introduce una clase emergente de diodos de emisión de luz basados en perovskita, los
cuales tienen el potencial de cumplir los requerimientos tan exigentes para los materiales
emisores de luz de la siguiente generación. Como con cualquier otra tecnología nueva,
existen varias limitaciones técnicas en los PeLEDs que necesitan ser abordadas. En la
sección 7.3 se abordaron algunos de estos desafíos, y se demostraron PeLEDs eficientes
basados en MAPbBr3. Se resaltó la importancia de introducir capas adecuadas de transporte
de cargas, y optimizar la morfología de la capa de perovskita. Se introducen el Di-NPB y el
BmPyPhB como HTL y ETL, respectivamente, en el stack del PeLED. Esto permite el
confinamiento de cargas inyectadas dentro de la capa de MAPbBr3. Adicionalmente, al
añadir un exceso óptimo de MABr en la solución de precursor (MABr:PbBr2 en una
proporción de 2:1), y ajustando la concentración de la solución de precursor, se puede
sintetizar una capa lisa y fina de perovskita (80 nm) compuesta por cristalitos diminutos.
Esta estrategia combinada lleva a la fabricación de PeLEDs MAPbBr3 con una luminancia
de ~17.000 cd/m2 y una eficiencia de corriente de ~16 cd/A.
En la sección 7.4 se abordaron los desafíos en cuanto a fabricar dispositivos a gran
escala. Las técnicas actuales de síntesis de capas finas de perovskita involucran el uso de un
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paso de limpieza con anti-solvente, el cual no es escalable para técnicas industrialmente
relevantes como la impresión “roll-to-roll”. Por esta razón se desarrolló una nueva técnica
de cristalización asistida con gas denominada “gas-quenching”. La escalabilidad de la
técnica de gas-quenching es demostrada combinándola con la técnica de “slot-die coating”
para depositar capas finas de área grande. Las capas de MAPbBr3 reciben el slot-die coating
y el gas-quenching por medio de un cuchillo de aire de N2 sobre un substrato de 231 cm2
con nueve PeLEDs, cada uno con un activo de 4,46 cm2. Estos PeLEDs de área grande,
demostrados por primera vez, exhiben una luminancia límite y una eficiencia de corriente
límite de 550 cd/m2 y 2.6 cd/A, respectivamente.
Finalmente, en la sección 7.5 se revelan los mecanismos de degradación en los
PeLEDs. Estudios microscópicos en-sitio de PeLEDs eléctricamente polarizados revelan la
formación de puntos circulares que aparecen como puntos negros en las imágenes de EL,
pero que exhiben PL. Es posible restaurar el espectro de electroluminiscencia en estos
puntos negros si simplemente se desprende el cátodo viejo, y se reemplaza con uno nuevo.
Haciendo más pruebas con los PeLEDs degradados se reveló que la causa mayor de
degradación se debe a la descomposición electroquímica del catión de metilamonio en la
capa de MAPbBr3. El catión de metilamonio se descompone en metilamina y bromuro de
hidrógeno gaseosos bajo la polarización. Estos gases luego deslaminan el cátodo,
impidiendo la inyección de cargas. Afortunadamente, es posible superar esto
reemplazando el catión de metilamonio en el MAPbBr3 con cesio inorgánico. Esto mejora
significativamente la vida útil del PeLED. Además, también se explica la necesidad de
proteger los PeLEDs de la penetración de agua.

Los resultados y conocimientos diseminados en esta tesis pueden contribuir a la mejora de
esta novedosa y atractiva tecnología de emisión de luz.
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